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Abstract
The feasibility of creating unidirectional rotational motion of molecular or
nanoscale symmetric top rotors by absorption of circularly polarized light
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There has been ongoing interest in techniques used to create unidirectional rotation or
rotational orientation in an ensemble of molecular rotors. Previously reported strate-
gies have included irradiation of solute molecules by circularly polarized microwaves
in solution [1] and the use of rotating or oscillating electric fields to drive an array of
dipolar molecular rotors immobilized on a square grid [2]. Controllable unidirectional
rotation has practical utility in the form of molecular motors: nanoscale devices that
can convert chemical energy or light into mechanical work.
In this thesis we consider the possible rotational orientation of electronic excitation
of an ensemble of molecular chromophores by circularly polarized irradiation. It the
most simple of cases, optical pumping is a process where the successive absorption
and emission of radiation results in the trapping of atoms (rather than in our case
molecules) in an upper ml state. In this thesis, we consider an optical pumping
process on a molecular system. Optical pumping here is used to excite an orientation
building type of transition. In terms of the conservation of angular momentum, optical
pumping forces a transition to conserve the angular momentum of the incident photon
and necessarily by convention increases the Ẑ-projection of the angular momentum
by ±1 depending on the type of circular polarization of the photon. By convention
2
it is taken that left circularly polarized light (LCP) observes the M → M + 1 rule
which enforces the state transition of |J,M〉 → |J ′ ,M + 1〉 in the pumped target.
Analogously, right circularly polarized light is treated with the ∆M = −1 selection
rule. Successive absorptions of LCP photons will act to orient a molecular ensemble
by, in the steady-state regime, forcing J ≈ M . Orientation here implies the creation
of uni-directional rotational motion in the molecular ensemble–a process similar to
the classical rotation of a motor.
An initial starting point for considering the feasibility of molecular motor devices
is to consider their behavior in the gas phase where inter-molecular interactions are
relatively small and the rotational orientation resulting from circularly polarized irra-
diation can readily be modeled using the well-understood angular momentum dynam-
ics of molecular tops. The effects of inter-molecular interactions can be introduced in
a controllable way by the consideration of collisions which randomize the rotational
orientation of the ensemble.
As a practical matter for the experiments modeled here, candidate chromophores
for such experiments must meet three criteria: (1) high fluorescence quantum yield,
(2) a congested absorption spectrum, and (3) the ability to be volatilized into the gas
phase.
Candidate chromophores with a high fluorescence quantum yield will act to uni-
formly absorb and emit photons in a ratio that is approximately unitary. The simula-
tion results presented here predict rotational alignment and orientation moments as
well as a certain type of polarization anisotropy ratio assuming the molecule has a uni-
tary quantum yield. The simulation is robust in that minor probabilistic adjustments
can easily be made to simulate different emission and absorption ratios. Higher align-
ment and orientation rates are directly related to a molecules propensity to quickly
undergo certain absorption and emission transitions, branch transitions that end up
3
more efficiently driving J towards M . Molecular alignment and orientation is driven
by the LCP photon absorption events.
A congested absorption spectrum is necessary because this simulation assumes
the availability of there always being a state transition available for a given absorp-
tion and emission event. Candidate poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) along with
various laser dyes should be specifically selected for this reason, since these molecules
are normally characterized by a high density of states. The assumption is that a
roto-vibrational or vibronic transition can always occur in the molecule at the corre-
sponding pump/drive beam wavelength. Fluorescence emission transitions are simi-
larly assumed to always be available (meaning at the locked energy of the laser light
source). Ultimately, such large, conjugated molecules can serve as robust building
blocks for molecular devices where the ideas of a classical unidirectional motor may
be applied to drive devices on this much smaller scale.
This simulation also assumes that the irradiation target molecules can be volatilized
into the gas phase. The complicated nature of surface, solvent, and general condensed
phase molecular interactions is avoided so that orientation and alignment of molecules
can be visualize free of various types of interaction potentials and hindrances. Be-
cause many of the various target PAH systems have relatively low volatility, novel
techniques must be used to get these molecules into the gas phase in order to exper-
imentally carry out the computational simulation presented here.
The eventual physical study of a subset of PAHs and or a laser dye must ulti-
mately be carried out in a confined region of an ion trap or similar device. Molecular
surface interactions and or solvent interactions must be limited in order to observe the
principles of molecular alignment and orientation presented here. The use of an ion
trap in a vacuum surrounding will allow for the direct manipulation of the molecules
rotational quantum state. It will also provide a very direct method for introducing a
4
directed LCP pump beam into the molecular source as well as a detection outlet for
the purposes of measuring fluorescence anisotropy of the system and for predicting
alignment and orientation magnitudes. The eventual gasification of PAHs or a laser
dye may possibly be carried out by a modified electrospray ionization (ESI) process.
An ESI type process will be most useful since it is known that in general, ESI tech-
niques can gasify large macromoecules and ionize them without inducing molecular
fragmentation.
The main objectives of this simulation are to reveal molecular propensity to align
and orient based on an LCP optical pumping process. Much of what the simulation
reveals is related to the shape and size of the molecular rotor and transitions types
that produce the highest degrees of alignment and orientation. This simulation also
seeks to reveal the relationship between the orientation of the molecular electronic
transition dipole (i.e. the electronic state transition symmetry) and the relative rates
of alignment, orientation, and detectability for a variety of rotor shapes. In such a con-
trolled environment, as is present in an ion trap, a certain pressure nonetheless always
exists and molecular collisions must somehow be accounted for. A more simplified
approach has been taken to consider the quenching effects of collisions on molecular
rotations and alignment and orientation magnitudes by introducing a strong-collision
type model built in with a collisional probability (P (col)) and thermalization effects.
Chapter 2
Overview
The rotational simulation discussed in this paper consists of three main parts and
or overall simulation steps. Initially a rotor is selected and its unique thermalized
initial rotational distribution is pre-processed for use later in the simulation routine.
The excitation transitions of the rotor are then modeled using a separate absorption
simulation stage. Rotors are then allowed to undergo stimulated emission of linear
polarized light. Finally, a probabilistic collision routine proceeds to realistically damp
the various signals per molecular collision in the ensemble.
2.1 Rotor Shapes and Initial Conditions
Approximating target molecules and large PAH systems as symmetric tops allows us
to use the analytic expression for the energy of a symmetric top molecule. Because of
this, it is relatively easy to construct an initial Boltzmann type, thermal distribution
of rotational states. States that occur most frequently in the Boltzmann distribution
are pre-disposed to being minimal in energy. The K quantum number, corresponding
to a minimal energy state, tends to be near K ∼= 0 for highly prolate molecules
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Figure 2.1: This program flow chart illustrates the placing of the three main parts of
the program: the initial condition block, the absorption and emission routines, and
the collision procedure
minimal in energy constitute unique initial conditions for each and every molecular
shape. It is the deviations in initial conditions that affect rotational alignment and
orientation and collisional thermalization across various molecules of study.
The geometries of symmetric tops and asymmetric tops are some of the most
complicated systems that have analytical energy solutions in quantum mechanics.
As a symmetric top becomes more prolate (elongated along its symmetry axis) we
approximate the infinitely prolate molecule as being a rigid rotor and use this rigid
rotor upper bounding case for comparisons in analyzing both theoretical and proposed
experimental results (see Appendix F).
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2.2 Rotor Absorption and Emission
Theory has been derived for an overall resonance fluorescence process where a molecule
absorbs LCP light and undergoes fluorescence emission of linearly polarized light in
the standard Cartesian directions. Just as one would expect, the same equations for
absorption and emission are independent of molecular shape. One might also expect
(having familiarity of the textbook E1 hydrogen transition) that transition proba-
bilities involve the coupling of angular momentum and thus involve certain Clebsh-
Gordan coefficients. Transition probabilities are directly dependent on the coupling
of the J,K, and M symmetric top quantum numbers and hence ensemble initial con-
ditions accordingly affect alignment and orientation rates (during absorption) and
fluorescence anisotropy detection magnitudes of highly aligned systems (during emis-
sion).
The derived theory also correctly models the rigid rotor absorption and emission
dynamics assuming an appropriate initial state distribution is constructed with K =
0. Rigid rotor simulation results are presented in conjunction with a menagerie of
symmetric top molecular shapes.
Chapter 3
Theory
3.1 Rotor Shapes and thermal rotational distribution
We restrict our attention to an initially thermal sample of symmetric top rotors,
such as large PAHs approximated as symmetric top molecules. Using the customary
notation, a rotor has moments of inertia Ia, Ib, and Ic with Ia = Ib < Ic for a prolate
top and Ia < Ib = Ic for an oblate top. The rotors have rotational constants A,
B, and C defined in the usual way as proportional to the inverse of the moments of
inertia. Later we adopt a more convenient notation for the rotation constants where
B⊥ = B (the non-unique rotation constant perpendicular to the body frame, ẑ, axis)
and where B‖ = A ∨ C (the unique rotation constant that is parallel to the body
frame, ẑ, axis).
We assume an initially isotropic sample of gas-phase chromophores in thermal
equilibrium at temperature, T (this temperature is 300K for all of the results pre-
sented). The initial conditions of the simulation are first and foremost the most
important part of the overall process required to understand the dynamics of the ro-
tor system that is being studied. It is in the initial conditions that changes are made
which end up affecting the overall outcome of the entire simulation. In other words, a
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rotor species being studied differs only from “other” rotor species–that is rotors with
different values of molecular prolateness, ξ–with respect to its initial thermalized ro-
tational distribution. The overall simulation process proceeds almost identically for
all molecular shapes after initial conditions have been set up and an overall molecular
prolateness has been defined. The way collisions are treated in this simulation indi-
vidually influences different rotor species differently since a collision event results in
the thermalization of a rotor into the rotor-shape specific initial thermal distribution.
For a small molecule such as a light diatomic species, a relatively low number of
rotational states are populated at typical ambient temperatures (300K). Successful
optical pumping in such cases is relatively easy to detect as a departure from the
narrow rotational population distribution. For large molecules, such as the PAH
family of molecules that are likely amenable to such studies, or for large structures
such as quantum dots, a very large number of rotational states are populated at
typical ambient temperatures. Successful optical pumping will create a hyperthermal,
anisotropic (polarized) population of rotors constituting a large departure from the
broad, isotropic thermal distribution.
To study the success of the optical pumping as a function of rotor shape, we
would like to create an initial thermal population of rotors that present the same
entropic challenge to the optical pumping scheme, independent of the rotor shape.
We consider a series of symmetric top rotor shapes such that each shape’s rotational
partition function is equal to a certain predefined value. The symmetric top rotor
shape is quantized by a “prolateness” parameter, ξ. A spherical top has ξ = 0, a
highly prolate top (Ia = Ib  Ic) has ξ ∼= 1, and a highly oblate top (Ia  Ib = Ic)
has ξ ∼= −1
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3.2 Fully state-resolved rotational transition absorption prob-
abilities
The drive light source is defined to be a left circularly-polarized (LCP) beam propa-
gating in the +Ẑ direction of the space-fixed (SF) frame (as can be seen in Fig. 3.1
and 5.1). We adopt the sign conventions of Zare [3] and take LCP drive light to have
angular momentum +~ when projected onto the k-vector defining the propagation
direction of the drive light.
The probability of a single-photon, electric-dipole transition between an initial
state i and a final state f is given by
Pij = C |〈ψf |ê · µ̂|ψi〉|2 . (3.1)
The operator representing the transition is ê · µ̂, where ê is, in general, a complex unit
vector representing the electric polarization of the drive light and µ̂ is a unit vector
along direction of the transition dipole moment. In Eqn. 3.1, C contains scaling
constants such as the magnitude of the electric field, the magnitude of the electronic
transition dipole moment, and Franck-Condon factors. The primary concern is
how to calculate the absorption probability for the rotational-electronic transition
of a rigid symmetric top molecule on a “parallel, ‖” or “perpendicular, ⊥” electric
dipole transition. Again, using standard conventions, a ‖ transition is one where the
electronic transition dipole, µ̂, is oriented along the unique or cylindrical symmetry
axis (ẑ-axis) of the symmetric top molecule. In a ⊥ transition, µ̂ is located somewhere
in the plane perpendicular to the molecular cylindrical symmetry axis (ẑ-axis) (see
Fig. 3.1). Considering only the rotational angular momentum, the relevant angular
momentum quantum numbers in each electronic state are J,K, and M, where J is











Figure 3.1: An illustration of the SF axis (X̂, Ŷ, Ẑ) and BF axis (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) systems
with a prototype “prolate” molecule fitted with a ⊥ transition dipole.
onto the molecular or body-fixed ẑ-axis (BF-axis), and M is the projection of J onto
the space-fixed Ẑ axis (SF-axis) as is shown in Fig. 3.1. Eqn. 3.1 then becomes
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) = |〈J ′K ′M ′|ê · µ̂|JKM〉|2 . (3.2)
For simplicity, in Eqn. 3.2 the proportionality constant C in Eqn. 3.1 has been set
equal to unity. The P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) are then interpreted as relative absorption
probabilities for |JKM〉 → |J ′K ′M ′〉 in a transition between two specified rovibronic
states.
For a one-photon, parallel transition the general symmetric top rotational selection
rules are well known
1
,
∆K = 0 ∆J = 0,±1 if K 6= 0 (3.3)
∆K = 0 ∆J = ±1 if K = 0 . (3.4)
Beyond these rigorous selection rules, rotational line-strengths or “Hönl-London fac-
1Herzberg III, Eqn. II, 66
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tors” are commonly used to quantify the relative probability of the allowed rota-
tional transitions for a given set of initial and final rotational quantum numbers
J,K and J ′, K ′. However, the Hönl-London factors are valid only for unpolarized,
non-directional absorption of randomly oriented rotors. They are calculated by sum-
ming Eqn. 3.2 over all M and M ′, and averaging over all polarization directions by
making ê ≡ 1, setting r̂ = rz, and multiplying by 3 to account for each direction.
Here we instead want to derive the relative probabilities for absorption of directional,
circularly-polarized light by rotationally aligned/oriented molecules. This means that
the relative probability for each |JKM〉 → |J ′K ′M ′〉 transition must be separately
calculated, and ê is no longer a scalar. The electronic transition dipole operator,
µ̂, is most conveniently defined in the BF coordinate frame. Let the BF frame be
defined so that the ẑ axis is always along the unique axis of the molecule. The BF




[(1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 0)] on a ⊥ transition; however, it is more convenient to work
in the spherical tensor basis. Then, µ̂ becomes a first rank tensor with three com-
ponents proportional to the l = 1,m = 0,±1 spherical harmonics, Y 01 , Y 11 , and Y −11 .
Switching to spherical tensor notation of Zare [3], in the BF frame,
µ̂‖ = ẑ = T (1, 0) (3.5)
µ̂⊥ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] . (3.6)
Then, when considering the absorption of an LCP beam of light, the spherical tensor
representation of the LCP field in the SF frame is
ê = −T (1, 1) . (3.7)
We, evaluate the absorption probabilities in the BF frame and use Wigner rotation
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functions to rotate the SF ê into the BF frame. The operator ê · µ̂ is then
ê · µ̂‖ =
√
3D1∗10(R̂) (3.8)








Now we proceed to evaluate the probability matrix elements,
P‖(JKM ; J
′K ′M ′) = 3
∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗10(R̂)|JKM〉∣∣∣2 (3.10)
P⊥(JKM ; J
′K ′M ′) =
3
2











The rigid symmetric top wave functions in Eqns. 3.10 and 3.11 can also be expressed
in terms of Wigner rotation functions of the Euler rotation angles between the space-
fixed and body-fixed frames
1
:







|ψf〉 = |J ′K ′M ′〉 (3.14)
=
[





M ′K′(R̂) . (3.15)
The integral in the probability expressions in Eqn. 3.10 then becomes the integral
of the triple product of Wigner rotation functions which reduces to a product of
1See Eqn. 3.125 from [3]
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Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The final expressions are,
P‖(JKM ; J
′K ′M ′) = 3
[
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
]












2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 . (3.17)
The ∆M selection rule for the absorption of LCP light is well known, ∆M = +1.
For parallel transitions, the selection rules for J and K can be seen to be ∆J = 0,±1
and ∆K = 0. For perpendicular transitions, the selection rules for J and K become
∆J = 0,±1 and ∆K = ±1.
High-J limiting expressions for absorption by branch type and transition type are
given in Appendix Secs. C.1 and C.2 for parallel and perpendicular transitions re-
spectively. These limits are of interest in analyzing system orientation and alignment
branch transitions and dynamics for low collision probabilities and for systems that
have reached near steady-state alignment and orientation magnitudes or for systems
that have started with high anisotropic directional characteristics.
3.3 Fully state-resolved rotational transition emission prob-
abilities
Using a similar technique of derivation for the absorption case presented in section 3.2,
emission expressions in the X̂, Ŷ, and Ẑ SF directions have been derived for parallel
and perpendicular transitions. It should be noted that probabilities for emission in
the SF X̂ and Ŷ directions are equal since we are dealing with the square of the
probability amplitude. Emission probabilities by SF direction and transition type are
as follows,
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Emission probability expressions in the SF Ẑ direction are,
P‖(JKM ; J
′K ′M) = 3
[
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
]












2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 . (3.19)
From which selection rules can be seen to be Ẑµ̂‖ : ∆K = 0 ∆M = 0 and Ẑµ̂⊥ :
∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1.
Emission probability expressions in the SF X̂, Ŷ direction(s) for ‖ and⊥ transition
dipoles are respectively,
P‖(JKM ; J





2J ′ + 1
]
|〈JK, 1 0|J ′K〉|2
× |〈JM, 1 − 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉|2 , (3.20)
from which the selection rules can be seen to be X̂µ̂‖ : ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1
1
. For












2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 , (3.21)
from which selection rules can be seen to be X̂µ̂⊥ : ∆J = ±1, 0 ∆K = ±1 ∆M =
±1
2
. High J limiting expressions for emission by branch type, transition type,
and emission direction are given in Appendix Secs. C.3 and C.4 for parallel and
perpendicular transitions respectively.
1Note that there will be 2 allowed transitions for each branch type.
2Note that this gives 4 different possible transitions for each {P,Q,R} branch type.
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3.4 Detailed Calculation Steps
For detailed calculation steps of these transition matrix elements and probability
expressions consult Appendix A. A slightly more elegant but more mathematically
intense derivation of similar matrix elements and expressions is given on pages 200-
212 of [3]. A derivation which accounts for molecular coherences and mixed state
superpositions is given in partial completion in Chapter 11.
3.5 Relative Absorption Probabilities
We discuss here the notion that a molecule does not necessarily have to absorb an
LCP photon. It is possible that with a certain probability certain molecular states will
have such low absorption intensities that they may become somewhat trapped in some
state, |JKM〉. To deal with this, an overall absorption intensity must be computed
for each |JKM〉 state and it then must be normalized by a maximal absorption
intensity. For a more detailed discussion consult Appendix B.
3.5.1 The Parallel Electric Dipole Case
In the JKM → J ′K ′M ′ LCP absorption transition, a LCP photon moves along
the Ẑ direction of the SF frame and the transition intensity strength and or relative
probability of the LCP photon absorption event is given as follows,







∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|êLCP · µ̂‖|JKM〉∣∣∣2 . (3.22)
The non-absorbing quantum state is a particular |JKM〉 where the the overall tran-
sition intensity is relatively small in comparison to other states. To find the total












∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|êLCP · µ̂|JKM〉∣∣∣2 . (3.23)
After some algebraic reduction this becomes,
S‖(J ;K) = 3
J 4 + 2 J 3 +K2J 2 + J 2M2 + J M2 +K2J − J − 3K2M2
J (2 J − 1) (J + 1) (2 J + 3)
. (3.24)
Any function maximization technique (such as constrained Lagrangian multiplier op-
timization) will reveal that this function, S‖(J ;K;M), has maxima that occur at
{J = J,K = ±J,M = 0} or at {J = J,K = 0,M = ±J}. The multi-variable limit
of S‖(J ;K;M) is
3
2
for large J and K ± J,M = 0.
3.5.2 The Perpendicular Electric Dipole Case
A very similar process as described above can be used to arrive at an expression for
max(S⊥(Jmax;K;M)). For absorption on a perpendicular transition we have already
derived the probability or intensity strength,













2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 .
(3.25)




observing the M →M+1 LCP absorption




3 J4 + 6 J3 − J2K2 −M2J2 + J2 − JK2 − 2 J −M2J + 3M2K2




Maxima occur where K = ±J,M = ±J . Minima occur where the maxima occur for
the parallel case, that is at {K = 0,M = ±J} and {K = ±J,M = 0}. Also for these
maxima the multi-variable limit reveals that S⊥(J ;K;M)→ 32 .
For a given quantum state, |JKM〉, it is therefore necessary to compute the
S(J ;K;M) function during a given absorption event. Accordingly |S(J ;K;M)−3/2|
3/2
will
give a value corresponding physically to a molecule’s propensity to absorb. The
absolute value of this value less one will represent the probability that a molecule does
not absorbed and rather, stays in its initial non-absorbing state (it consequently will




























Figure 3.2: A graphical representation of how the absorption probability distribution
is constructed. Shown here are the cases with and without the consideration of a
non-absorbing state.
to a non-absorbing state. The simulation can be considered with respect to either
absorption probability distribution (A) or (B). In either case, individual absorption
intensity contributions (P,Q, or R) are normalized and used in a statistical type
rejection method to decide which branch on which a rotor absorbs. Normalization
of the intensity contributions by S(J ;K)max gives a more realistic interpretation of
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an absorption process which may be observed during experiment. Normalization by
R + P + Q may be applicable to a case where a very high intensity laser is used to
irradiate the sample thus ensuring that each state absorbs.
Chapter 4
Simulation Intermediates
The symmetric top energy expression may be written as follows where constants
specified with perpendicular, ⊥, and parallel ‖ symbols refer to the rotational constant
defined relative to the symmetry axis of the molecule.
F (J,K) = B⊥J(J + 1) + (B‖ −B⊥)K2 . (4.1)
The idea here is to develop a parametrization for the energy expression given in
Eqn. 4.1 so that a generalized root solving scheme can be applied to adjust B⊥
and B‖ until the objective equation, Qc − Qa = 0 is true (see Eqn. 4.2). Initially a
temperature (perhaps 300K) will be chosen along with two equal rotational constants,











where g(j,k) is a general expression for the degeneracy of a rotational state that con-
sequently depends on both J and K, kBis the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,
and i is used to denote an arbitrary partition function calculation for a given B⊥ and
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B‖. A parametrization that aids in the root solving of the partition function can be












Then Eqn. 4.1 becomes,















Here Γ is a so called “root” that will satisfy the objective equation while θ serves
to act as a constant and adjustment parameter for varying molecular prolateness, ξ.
The prolateness parameter, ξ, is defined as,
ξ = cos(2θ) , (4.5)
for θ ∈ [0, 2π]. If ξ < 0, this implies that the molecule is oblate. If ξ > 0, this implies
that the molecule is prolate. If ξ = 0, this implies that the molecule is spherical. It
should be noted that using such a parametrization naturally creates infinitely prolate
and oblate cases (ξ = ±1). We take the infinite prolate case to correspond to the
rigid rotor. The infinite oblate case may correspond to an infinite molecular sheet.
The root solving procedure proceeds by starting with θ = 0. Immediately, ξ can
be obtained. Then by assuming some values for B⊥ and B‖, that is, assuming some
value for Γ, Qi (Eqn. 4.2) can be solved for and can be directly used to evaluate the
objective function. If the objective function is true, this Γ can be used to calculate
B⊥ and B‖. Otherwise, as in all normal root solving techniques, Γ, can be varied
and the whole procedure can be systematically varied until the objective function
evaluates true.
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4.1 Parameters Specific to the Initial Conditions
Before rotational constants, B⊥ and B‖, are calculated, additional parameters inher-
ent to the finite capabilities of this computer aided simulation formulate themselves
as necessary inputs. Due to finite RAM and memory constraints, maximum array
data storage sizes limited how large of a simulation could be run with respect to
the theoretical maximum J,K, and M quantum numbers that such a symmetric top
could have. This explains why the terminus of the first sum in Eqn. 4.2 reads Jmax.
Additional initial condition parameters were the temperature, T , a collision proba-
bility, P (col), a specification of the type of electronic transition dipole, and a finite
number of iterations, In, where n was usually capped around 5000 (or until steady
state conditions were observed).
4.2 Initial Thermalization of the Rotor Population
A thermal distribution of the symmetric top molecules is a correct starting point
when considering the evolution of any system. Accordingly a thermal distribution of
symmetric molecules serves to allow for the construction of an isotropic molecular M
distribution and hence an isotropic pointing of the molecular J vectors somewhere in
the SF coordinate system. A thermal distribution is created by examining relative
Boltzmann distribution probabilities and statistically building a distribution system
by assigning J,K and M quantum numbers to molecules. Important to note is the
anisotropic nature of the J and K numbers due to their appearance in Eqn. 4.1.
The distribution of J and K are very much dependent on the relative prolateness
of the molecule and hence the solved rotational constants described in section 4.
From Eqn. 4.1 it is an easy exercise to notice that for a highly prolate molecule in
which ξ ≈ 1 (where B‖ >> B⊥) energy minimization will occur for small values
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of K and large values of J . For a highly oblate molecule in which ξ ≈ −1 (where
B‖ << B⊥) energy minimization will occur for lower J and high K values. Again
it is important to stress that differences in rotational state evolution’s, that proceed
after thermal assignment, depend solely on differences in initial distributions of the
quantum numbers J,K, and M .
4.3 Simulation Absorption Techniques
The initial thermalization of the rotor population is followed by an absorption, emis-
sion, and collision processing routine. Here the absorption routine will be described
in detail.
Across all molecules, irradiation by LCP light takes place along the Ẑ axis of the
SF frame (see Fig. 5.1). The molecular ensemble, initially with a thermal distribution
of J vectors in space is forced or rather begins to orient, that is, the Ẑ projection of
the J vector tends to swing about some arbitrary and complicated path until it lies
in some preferred plane with preference to one specific direction. Common absorp-
tion transitions include standard P, Q, and R branches. The simulation proceeds to
statistically calculate absorption probabilities utilizing heavily Eqns. 3.16 and 3.17.
Moreover what is needed to evaluate the absorption equations is some method for
numerically evaluating Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The x3j.f routine from [4] was
used to evaluate the appropriate Wigner 3-j symbol and then the absorption routine
was made to convert this quantity. Ways to statistically select the most probable
absorption transition based upon a supplied combination of J,K,M revolved around
the statistical rejection method to evaluate a sum of probability partitions. The sim-
ulations executed and discussed here assume a unitary quantum yield, that is, the
absorption and emission probabilities were never changed from 100%.
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4.4 Simulation Emission Techniques
In the fully state resolved emission process an emission event functions similar to an
absorption event. Although new equations come into play (Eqns. 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.21)
again statistical probabilities are used to ensure that the most probable emission
events (by branch type) occur most frequently. One thing to note is that the theory
for the emission process has been derived for the emission of linearly polarized light.
This essentially means that the emission process does not contribute to the orienta-
tion and alignment seen in a sufficiently irradiated system (a system that is at some
steady-state in the absorption process).
4.5 Simulation Collision Techniques
A collision process is necessary to allow for realistic damping of the system. The
collision process also introduces a variable that is ultimately meant to assist in a
theoretical fitting process and overall application of this simulation to a real system.
Here, the strong collision model is assumed whereby a collision probability, P (col),
is used to thermalize a certain proportion of symmetric top molecules during the
simulation process. By thermalize, it is meant that a collision thermalizes the J
and K quantum numbers and randomly selects an M ∈ [−J, J ] quantum number.
Effectively this creates a sub population of the ensemble that is always changing with
respect to the individual rotor makeup but rather acts as a thermalizing quagmire and
tends to harshly reduce the magnitude of the steady-state orientation and alignment
parameters as more and more molecules are thermalized. The strong collision model
is a simple collision model and allows for more concrete analysis of the complicated
rotational dynamics of the system. Future work may involve adding a hard-sphere
collision type model or a quantum mechanical scattering inelastic collision model
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with appropriate interaction potentials in order to better understand the operating
pressures needed to observe certain degrees of rotational alignment and orientation
experimentally.
Various ensemble quantities of interest, including orientation and alignment mag-
nitudes, were studied as a function of the collision probability in order to get a sense of
how collisions may destroy ensemble orientation. For more information see Sec. 6.5.
Chapter 5
Experimental Detection
The consideration of laboratory and experimental detection of the simulated rota-
tional process is considered here. The simulation that has been thus far described,
provides a means for gathering rotational distribution data. This data in turn gives
various insights into the rotational dynamics of the entire simulation process specif-
ically with respect to whether experimental observation of the molecular orientation
process is detectable. The theory has been developed so that molecules are given the
choice–quantum mechanically–of emitting along any of the three coordinate axes of
the right handed SF frame coordinate system. Ideally polarization anisotropy mea-
surements will reveal the shapes of chromophores that are detected most efficiently.
A experimental apparatus much like that described in Sassin et. al [5] is shown in
Fig. 5.1. The apparatus presented in Fig. 5.1 has been simplified considerably and
what is shown is meant to give a physical picture to the polarization anisotropy that
can be detected from a rotationally oriented system. From this image, it should now
be clear where exactly the SF and MF frame axes lie. Importantly as will be discussed
later, a type of polarization anisotropy ratio can be calculated from the simulation by
looking at the relative proportions of molecules that emit on the individual SF axes.
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Electrospray Ion (ESI) Source
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Figure 5.1: Proposed detection apparatus with anisotropy axes





where P⊥ denotes the polarization intensity observed in either of the two SF directions,
X̂ or Ŷ that are perpendicular to direction of propagation of the laser, Ẑ, and where P‖
represents a polarized emission in the Ẑ (parallel to the laser propagation direction).
Detection capabilities are limited to detecting polarization in the X̂ and Ẑ directions
since the intensity in the Ŷ is invisible to the detector because of the transverse
wave properties of light. Polarization intensity in the Ŷ is include for completeness.
Assuming the conventions shown in Fig. 5.1 the physical nature of an aligned and
oriented system should be apparent. The LCP laser will optically pump the molecular
ensemble and effectively swing the J vectors of the molecules to lie along the Ẑ axis
therefore approximating a system whereM ≈ J (assuming a low collision probability).
The individual molecular transition dipoles will, in a perfect system, all lie in the
X̂ − Ŷ plane and will tend to emit in equal proportions in the X̂ and Ŷ directions.
The actual position of the molecular chromophore in space is more complicated to
imagine since this is dependent on the prolateness of the molecule and transition
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dipole type.
5.1 Optical Pumping in the Simulation
In this simulation, LCP light drives an ensemble of molecules out of a thermal dis-
tribution and into a rotational aligned and oriented distribution. Importantly, this
simulation assumes that an available roto-vibrational state is accessible based upon
any given absorption and emission event. In this respect, optical pumping refers to
something quite different than what physicists usually imagine–that is optical pump-
ing here is does not mean that we are aiming to pump all molecules into a single
certain state. Moreover, the optical pumping process here ultimately induces elon-
gation of the molecule’s J vector by successively increasing M . In this respect, it
is thought that ultimately an orientated, optically driven molecular motor will be
pumped to successively larger rotational states thereby functioning (in a classical
sense) as some type of motor with an integral value speed controller.
Before discussing the results, it may be beneficial to consider the classical picture
of a molecule in the distribution during the orientation process. Consideration of such
a limiting case will give more physicality to the problem at hand and help explain
why some rotor shapes align and orient better than others.
The absorption sum functions given in Eqns. 3.24 and 3.26 taken together with the
absorption selection rules can be analyzed to develop a physical picture of the spatial
distribution of the angular momentum vector and its projections in space. From a
classical point of view, if J is fixed in space, subsequent absorption transitions can
allow for the J vector to be mapped out in space in terms of the SF and BF frames.
The absorption sum functions describe state |JKM〉 → |J ′K ′M ′〉 relative absorption
probabilities. The initial rotor conditions set up relative absorption probabilities and
start molecules on unequal footings with respect to average ensemble branch type
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transitions that are seen to take place. Taken together with the initial, thermal con-
ditions of an arbitrary rotor, one can keep track of the ensemble’s evolution towards
alignment, orientation, and relative emission polarization signal intensities. For a
more detailed explanation consult Appendix D.
Chapter 6
Results
We choose to analyze the system based on alignment, A20, and orientation, A
1
0, pa-
rameters, average ensemble 〈J〉 and 〈M〉 values, and on the polarization anisotropy
ration, α(t) (Eqn. 5.1). Formally speaking, when orientation and alignment princi-
ples are being discussed, reference to the entire molecular ensemble (10, 000 symmetric
tops) should be understood. Also, alignment is used in the standard spectroscopic
sense to designate a defined plane of rotation and is a function of the M quantum
numbers of the distribution. A high degree of orientation should be physically inter-
preted as molecular rotation in a specific direction. High orientation and alignment
in a system means that J is orientated along Ẑ in Fig. 5.1. Results shall in general
focus around attempting to link molecular prolateness, ξ, to both theoretical and
measurable quantities inherent to any molecular system that is sufficiently aligned
and orientated.
6.1 Relative Differences in the J, K, and M Quantum Num-
bers
Several definitions that apply to a particular |JKM〉 can be defined which can help
explain orientation, alignment, and α(t) values. These definitions focus around com-
puting an absolute deviation between J,K, and M and let one come up with thought
experiments to help gain physical insight into the overall ensemble rotation process.
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We now clean up this notation and assuming reduced units of ~ we write J,K,M
in vector notation ~J, ~K, ~M so that vector magnitudes notationally make sense. The
deviation between the length of these vectors can be denoted by,
δss,tJ ;K = | ~J | − | ~K| (6.1)
δss,tJ ;M = | ~J | − | ~M | (6.2)
δss,tK;M = || ~K| − | ~M || , (6.3)
for K 6= 0 where ss denotes the δ value for the final steady-state |JKM〉 eigenket and
t denotes the δ value for the |JKM〉 eigenket at time t. We take these δ definitions
to be more qualitative ideas of a molecule’s location in the absorption process and
use them in the following discussions.
Values for δssJ ;M can be calculated from simulation data and are approximately
proportional to A10 and A
2
0 within the statistical fluctuations of the simulation. In
certain situations the δssJ ;M value also gives information about the α(t) ratio (notably
on a ‖ transition). The δt=0 values are most useful when considering the rotational
dynamics of “delta function” type initial distributions (see Appendix D)–states where
molecules populate reverse orientated states (M ≈ −J).
6.1.1 δ Values On a ‖ Transition
Here perfect orientation absorption efficiency is assumed and the quantum state
|JKM〉 is assumed to have the general representation where J ≥ | −M | > | ± K|.
For a reverse orientated state the δ values can be summarized as follows,
1. δt=0J ;K = nP can be thought to represent the number of single photon P -branch
absorption events that occur for a single molecule.
2. δt=nPK;M = nQ can be thought to represent the number of single photon Q-branch
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absorption events that occur (assuming K 6= 0) for a single molecule.
3. δtJ ;M should be constant over the simulation (assuming no collisions) for a sin-
gle molecule and represents a relative deviation from perfect alignment and
orientation.
6.1.2 δ Values On a ⊥ Transition
On a ⊥ transition, the δ definitions for initial states do not translate nicely to rep-
resent the relative numbers of initial branch absorption events. This is because the
K selection rules are more complicated and K is not conserved during any of the
branch transitions. There is still a transfer of absorption probability from P to Q to
R during the simulation. ∆K = ±1 are most probable transitions for respectively
initial ∓K values. P -branch absorption transitions drive K → 0 where Q-branch
absorption transitions peak in intensity. Because of this reason, it is useful write,
δtK;M=0 = | ~K|−0 = | ~K|, that is inversely proportional to the relatively alignment and
orientation efficiency that a molecule may have in the ⊥ absorption process. Note that
states where ~K = 0 suffer from the approximate equality among the P and R branch
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the quantity
∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣2 from
Eqn. 3.17. Again, the initial state is very important in determining an overall ab-
sorption efficiency towards alignment. If initially | −M | > |K|, then it is reasonable
to expect that the LCP absorptions on P -branch transitions will fix the BF frame of
the molecule and move K → 0. This would correspond to as situation where µ̂ ⊥ ê
(the electric vector of the incoming light). Conversely if | −M | < |K|, K will never
cross zero and will propagate to increase its absolute value on R-branch transitions
after the M = 0 point is reached.
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6.2 Average J and M Values
The effect of optical pumping on the molecular ensemble can be seen by examining
the average J and M quantum numbers of all molecular rotors in the ensemble during
the simulation. Due to the constructing of the initial rotor distribution, the average
J value of the ensemble should be representative of the most populated thermal J
state in the Boltzmann distribution. The average M should begin at zero (since M is
randomly assigned over the distribution with respect to equal magnitudes of opposite
sense). The average J and M values give great insight into how the magnitude of
the J vector evolves with time and ultimately where the average J vector points with
respect to the laser axis defined in the SF frame. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the
building of the average J and M distributions during the optical pumping process.
Clearly a difference in the steady state average J and M values among the different
molecular prolateness parameters indicates that certain individual branch transitions
are more favorable during certain situations in the simulation. For instance, on a
parallel transition with a perfectly prolate rotor, it is understood that Q-branch
transitions are forbidden and so elongation of the J vector is promoted by the re-
orienting R-branch absorption transitions. 〈J〉 is on average larger for more prolate
molecules due to the fact that preservation of the length of the J vector only occurs
on Q-branch absorption transitions (see Appendix D). Other assumptions (involving
the constant partition function constraint) also give rise to relative differences in 〈J〉
across different molecular ξ values. For more information see Sec. 9.3.
The average M value for the rotors ultimately dictates how orientated and how
aligned the system is (note that A20 = f(M,J) ∝ 2P2(cos(θ)) and A10 = f(M,J) ∝
P1(cos(θ)) where Pn(x) are the standard Legendre polynomials). The relative dis-
crepancy (δJ ;M) between M and J coupled together with an understanding of the
selection rules for a particular absorption on either a parallel or perpendicular transi-
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Figure 6.1: Average J and M for the ensemble on a ‖ transition with P (col) = 0.001
6.3 Alignment and Orientation Moments
The rotational dynamics of the ensemble are driven by the LCP light source. It its
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Figure 6.2: Average J and M for the ensemble on a ⊥ transition with P (col) = 0.001
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Gordan coefficient selection rules that ∆M = +1. The initially thermal molecular
ensemble evolves in such a way so that the average J vector of the ensemble lies
to some approximation along the Ẑ axis of the SF frame (this means the system is
orientated with respect to the laser irradiation direction). What is initially unclear
however is how molecular prolateness affects alignment and orientation speeds, and
steady-state alignment and orientation values. In Fig. 6.3 alignment and orientation
magnitudes are examined as a function of iteration number which will be referred to as


































Figure 6.3: Alignment and orientation moments vs. time for (a) ‖ transition and (b)
⊥ transition.
run with a 10, 000 rotor sample, a collision probability P (col) = 0.001, and paral-
lel and perpendicular transition dipole moments respectively. Molecular prolateness




ments. When these graphs are fit to the exponential function f(t, A, k) = A(1− e−kt)
the steady-state parameter, A, and the relative speed of the curve (during the orien-
tation and alignment induction time), k, can be extracted and results can be directly
compared as seen in Table 6.1. The steady-state and rate parameters given in Ta-




ξ k‖ A‖ k⊥ A⊥ k‖ A‖ k⊥ A⊥
1.000 0.006 0.794 0.007 0.838 0.003 1.275 0.004 1.474
0.950 0.011 0.882 0.013 0.913 0.005 1.551 0.007 1.699
0.808 0.012 0.891 0.013 0.916 0.006 1.582 0.007 1.702
0.586 0.013 0.897 0.013 0.915 0.006 1.603 0.007 1.697
0.307 0.013 0.900 0.014 0.915 0.007 1.620 0.007 1.692
-0.002 0.014 0.902 0.013 0.913 0.007 1.629 0.007 1.684
-0.311 0.014 0.905 0.013 0.910 0.007 1.641 0.007 1.673
-0.589 0.014 0.906 0.013 0.907 0.007 1.650 0.007 1.660
-0.810 0.014 0.907 0.012 0.901 0.007 1.661 0.006 1.636
-0.952 0.013 0.907 0.012 0.889 0.007 1.670 0.006 1.588
-0.990 0.012 0.902 0.010 0.871 0.007 1.667 0.005 1.524
Table 6.1: A and k fit parameters with ξ
that prolates with respect to orientation and alignment magnitudes do worse than
their oblate counterparts. A deeper understanding of the effects shown in Fig. 6.4 can
be obtained if one considers the individual subsets of branch transitions available to
each molecule and their relative frequency of occurrence as the simulation is carried
out. For instance, from a random distribution of M values, a prolate rotor with a
parallel transition dipole could very easily exist in a state where M << J . Since
Q branch transitions have a much lower probability of occurring (because K ≈ 0),
re-orientation of the J vector relative to the SF frame occurs with full (in a classical
sense) rotation of the BF frame. In other words, it is much more difficult for M
to approach J and give high orientation magnitudes. On the other hand, an oblate




















































Figure 6.4: Steady-state and rate of alignment and orientation parameters on (a) ‖
transition and (b) ⊥ transition
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a LCP absorption while fixing the length of J . For more information see App. D.
6.4 Polarization Anisotropy
Figure 5.1 gives a physical meaning for why a polarization anisotropy ratio may be
interesting to calculate. The ratio, α(t), from Eqn. 5.1 is one way that the intensity of
the emitted light can be measured and analyzed. If this ratio is equal to one, emission
is completely occurring in the SF X̂ and Ŷ directions. Figure 6.5 shows the evolution


























Figure 6.5: Evolution of the α(t) parameter for three selected prolateness parameters.
Transition type affects the ordering of the curves
emission purposes, it is useful to think of the orientation of the transition dipole in
space. On a ‖ transition, information from Appendix D tells us that steady state
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values for α(t) are approximately equal across all molecular shapes. This is because a
thermalized M distribution not only creates an approximately isotropic distribution of
transition dipoles in the SF frame (placing molecules on an equal footing with respect
to α(t)) but also because in the high-J limits, both oblate and prolate molecules are
capable of aligning their transition dipoles along the X̂ axis of the SF frame. We see
these results in Fig. 6.5 (a).
The ⊥ transition α(t) graph (Fig. 6.5 (b)) shows much different results. The
S(J ;K;M) absorption sum function maxima flip (see Sec. 3.5 for more information)
and oblate molecules end up being more detectable than prolate molecules. To under-
stand this result we can think of a rotating ⊥ transition dipole approximately carving
out a spherical region in space. In cases of high orientation, J ≈M and points along
the Ẑ axis of the SF frame. For oblate molecules, an aligned system builds where
J ≈ M and where K ≈ ±J . The ⊥ transition dipole disk must lie approximately
parallel to the X̂−Ŷ plane in the SF frame and hence there is a large α(t). Conversely
with a prolate molecule, because of the initial thermal states (K ≈ 0) K builds more
slowly. Ultimately orientation in the system will correspond to the case where the
⊥ transition dipole disk lies off axis to the X̂ axis of the SF frame (and hence the
transition dipole is not parallel to the X̂− Ŷ plane of the SF frame). Thus there will
be an appreciably smaller steady state α(t) value (see Fig. 6.6 b).
Applicable to experimentation is having the knowledge of whether a certain rotor,
that is exhibiting unidirectional rotation motion, can be adequately detected. This
polarization ratio at time infinity (t∞) answers this question and has been calculated
as a function of molecular prolateness, ξ (see Fig. 6.5). Figure 6.5 can be summarized



























Figure 6.6: A summary of Fig. 6.5 showing the trend in α(t∞) as a function of ξ.
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6.5 Collision Probability Dependence
Collision probability is especially important in controlling relative magnitudes in the
orientation and alignment parameters and the α(t∞) ratio. This is because this
simulation assumes the a strong collision model. Here, a collision results in completely
thermalized |JKM〉 rotor state and consequently as collision probability increases
alignment and orientation magnitudes are rapidly destroyed. With a low enough
collision probability this model can approximate the true collision dynamics of a
more realistic gas buffered symmetric top mixture with respect to overall ensemble
average characteristics. This model obviously does not treat individual molecular
collisions in a rigorous way. The collision probability needs to be related to the
partial pressure of the buffer gas in order for one to understand what experimental
pressures this simulation must be run at. A starting point for these considerations
(albeit an elementary one) is to consider molecular cross-sectional areas and the mean
free path formalism of gas dynamics. Depending on the symmetric top and buffer
gas molecular interaction it is not unreasonable to assume a mean free path between
10−6 and 10−7 cm2 at ambient pressures. Thus, high to ultra-high vacuum conditions
would correspond to low collision probabilities. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 respectively show
steady-state A10(t∞) and A
2
0(t∞) moments and the steady state polarization ratio,
α(t∞), as a function of the collision probability, P (col).
Again, it is important to note that these gas phase molecular motors and rotors/-
tops are limited in the degree that they can achieve unidirectional rotational motion
ultimately by nothing other than thermal effects. Collision independent simulations
would reveal that all candidate chromophores/PAHs orient and align maximally if
given enough time. The time scales and lengths for different molecular geometries




0 will be the same.
Destruction of α(t∞) is most pronounced on ⊥ absorption transitions. Results
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Figure 6.7: The steady state alignment and orientation parameters have been graphed
as functions of collision probability for (a) ‖ transitions and (b) ⊥ transitions across
various prolateness parameters. A sharp decay in the magnitude of ensemble orien-





























Figure 6.8: The steady state polarization ratio, α(t∞) has been graphed as a function
of collision probability for (a) ‖ transitions and (b) ⊥ transitions across various pro-
lateness parameters. A sharp decay in the magnitude of measurable X̂ polarization
is seen as P (col) increases.
Chapter 7
Preliminary Graphical Arguments
for LCP Absorption Events
7.1 Prolate Considerations
First consider a single prolate symmetric top that is given a very non-isotropic assign-
ment of quantum numbers J,K and M . Let these quantum numbers be assigned so
that that it can be loosely claimed that this molecule is showing opposite alignment
and orientation (in a molecular sense) relative to the conventions of what LCP ab-
sorption induces. From here, the dynamic evolution of these, initially, quantum state
“extremes” are of interest to analyze as they proceed to align with the k̂ vector of the
LCP laser. A classical and graphical picture of the LCP absorption events are show.
The description is classical in a sense that the angular momentum vector Ĵ has been
fixed in space (thus violating the uncertainty principle) and shown to evolve over time
through a series of angular momentum additions that induce the well known LCP
absorption selection rule, ∆M = 1.
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7.1.1 Sub-case M = −J, K = 0
In this sub-case the dynamics of a prolate molecule are classically examined. The
initial |JKM〉 state vector is assigned un-aligned values of, M = −J and K = 0.





















Figure 7.1: Illustration of a time evolving series of LCP absorptions events given a
prolate rotor with a MF ẑ oriented transition dipole and starting with M = −J,K =
0. The LCP absorptions ultimately produce molecular orientation
Q branches can occur since K ≡ 0, 2) µ̂ stays fixed and predictably, polarization in the
X̂ direction should be more intense, and 3) J very efficiently shortens on P -branches
(as can be seen graphically) and lengthens on R-branches. Also, without collisions,
there is perfect transfer of angular momentum from the initial M = −J,K = 0 state
to the final orientated state. There essentially is no high-J limit of full orientation
and so this case should be though of as being one of the most efficient ways to reach
molecular or ensemble orientation.
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7.1.2 Sub-case M ≈ −J, K = 0
In this case J initially points off of the SF Ẑ axis and quantum mechanically is
everywhere at once residing on a cone. Classically this can be simplified by fixing
J and looking at its arcing traversal during absorption. Figure 7.2 shows the time
evolution of LCP absorptions in the single, initially un-oriented molecule. In the high





















































Figure 7.2: Illustration of a time evolving series of LCP absorptions events given a
prolate rotor with a MF ẑ oriented transition dipole and starting with M ≈ −J,K =
0. The LCP absorptions ultimately produce molecular orientation
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7.1.3 Efficiency Analysis
In the M ≈ −J , K = 0 case, the rotor undergoes some sort of precessing motion that
becomes intuitively more clear if the J vector is understood to be residing on a series
of cones in space. Orientation and alignment will be slower here since 1) more states
will be “dark” states and 2) full orientation and alignment requires lengthening J
beyond its initial magnitude.
For example, consider two distributions D1 = {Ji,1 = 100, Mi,1 = −80} and D2 =
{Ji,2 = 100, Mi,2 = −100}. Assume that there is a fixed amount of iterations where Ik
is the k’th iteration and where k ∈ [0,∞). With perfect efficiency and for I160, we can
see that Di1 → D
f




2 (60, 60) and there
is perfect orientation and alignment after this absorption iteration. Importantly, note
that further R-branches on D1 never can rid the system of the initial J −M offset of
20. In the grand scheme of things, the high J limit makes the J −M offset relatively
unimportant, but it still nonetheless always exists and the D2 distribution will always
have relatively higher alignment and orientation. Also note that absorption efficiency
is less for the D1 system since this does not reside near the maximum of the S(J ;K)
function, whereas D2 does.
7.1.4 Sub-case M = 0, K = 0
This case is unique with respect to the fact that the relative probabilities of absorption
for a P or R branch absorption transition are equal for this initial state assignment.
This initial state is also where S(J ;K) is at a minimum (lowest absorption efficiency).
The time evolving absorption process for such an initial state is shown in Fig. 7.3.
Again, in the M = 0, K = 0 case, J starts out at its thermal value(randomly and































Figure 7.3: Illustration of a time evolving series of LCP absorptions events given a
prolate rotor with a MF ẑ oriented transition dipole and starting with M = 0, K = 0.
The LCP absorptions ultimately produce molecular orientation
of undergoing a P or R branch transition. Even if P -branches force the condition
J = M so that R-branch transitions can act to align and orient the ensemble, this
will take significant iterations to decrease J . More likely, is the case that J will stay
relatively larger than M for the duration of the simulation. Hence orientation and
alignment will be slower here than for cases where M is of significant magnitude
relative to J . Note also that this case is much worse for the fluorescence anisotropy
measurement that is desired. Specifically, µ̂ is never exactly aligned perpendicular to
the electric vector of the incoming LCP laser.
7.2 Oblate Considerations
Now consider a Frisbee or disc shaped symmetric top molecule that has a parallel
transition dipole moment. Again consider a very non-isotropic initial distribution
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since this shall give insight into the absorption dynamics of individual states in the
thermal distribution. There are many more cases to consider here since 1) Q-branches
can occur and 2) it is most probable that the thermal (or initial) K quantum number
is non-zero.


























































Figure 7.4: Illustration of a time evolving series of LCP absorptions events given an
oblate rotor with a MF ẑ oriented transition dipole and starting with M = −J,K =
−J . The LCP absorptions ultimately produce molecular orientation
A summarizing figure of the entire process is shown in Fig. 7.5. This figure
is meant to illustrate the “long” time evolution of the Ĵ vector of a single oblate
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molecule. The image is not scaled in any special way and does not show the high-J
limit. Figure 7.5 is rather more realistic to states that may be produced near the end










Figure 7.5: An overall picture of the entire molecular orientation inducing LCP ab-
sorption process. An incident photon comes in from the left and is drawn in cartoon
form as a helix. This ultimately drives the Ĵ vector of the molecule to align with the
SF Ẑ axis or k̂ vector of the drive beam.
initially dark or non-absorbing. In fact, this sub-case evaluates to the minimum in the
S(J ;K) function. It is known that there are initially no P -branch transitions. This
is due to the fact that the 〈JK, 10|J − 1, K〉 Clebsch-Gordan coefficient evaluates to
0 and is equal to the following expression,






Q-branches can be thought to aid in the initial alignment and orientation process.
With a Q-branch absorption, it has to be the case that as M →M + 1, the BF frame
must rotate to preserve K. The consequence of this is that µ̂ which is fixed in the BF
frame, gets orientated appropriately. Note however that µ̂ is off axis with respect to
the SF X̂ axis because of the J vector. Consequently there is not as good fluorescence
emission.
When µ̂ is orientated along the SF X̂ axis J necessarily points in the same direction
and the ensemble orientation is 0. R-branch transitions now start working on the
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molecule to induce M → M + 1 and J → J + 1 transitions. These transitions still
fix the projection of J onto the BF ẑ axis meaning that K is conserved (as should be
the case in a ‖ transition).
7.2.1.1 Mathematical Consequences
There are some interesting mathematical consequences here, notably that the J vector
must move off axis relative to the BF z axis of the molecule. You can not have
∆M = +1, ∆J = +1, and ∆K = 0 and fix a right triangle with sides J,M,K where
J ∈ Z+ and K,M ∈ Z, that is they are all integers. In other words the transition
must be done so that the equations shown in Eqn. 7.2 are true with integer arguments
in J.








where |J | =
√
J(J + 1) and where θẐ and θẑ are respectively the angles defined
between Ĵ and the quantization axis in the SF and BF frames. There are a vast
number of solutions to the system show in Eqn. 7.2. An example of a position where
J could classically reside during an absorption is shown in Fig. 7.6.
7.2.2 Sub-case K ≈ −J, M = −J
In this sub-case, P -branches dominate the beginning of the simulation and it is very
probable (although not quite an exact and factual statement) that they end up de-
creasing J until J = K. This process is extremely efficient, because like the prolate
case, the J vector is driven in the opposite direction towards conditions of molecular
orientation. Once J = K, Q-branches start to dominate and act to flip the BF frame












































Figure 7.7: Here, it is seen that P -branches dominate and collectively act to reduce
































Figure 7.8: This figure shows how the BF frame make be thought to rotate with


































Figure 7.9: This figure shows how R-branch absorptions finally orient the molecule
and become intense during the latter parts of the simulation.
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anisotropy ratio can be measured. Note that the K vector is preserved, J can not
be less than K and so only P and R branches are possible. R-branch transitions are
possible here and they may take the J vector out of the SF X̂ − Ŷ plane. For µ̂ to
align with the SF X̂ axis, J can never lie along X̂ since K 6= 0. Also, at M = 0,
because this is an oblate top, S(J ;K) is approximately at a maximum meaning most
molecules are absorbing. As further alignment occurs, M builds in magnitude making
K insignificant in the high-J limit.
7.2.3 Efficiency Analysis Continued
Consider two distributions Doblate1 (J = 100,M = −80, K = −50) and D
prolate
2 (J =
100,M = −80, K = 0). Again let Ik denote the k’th absorption iteration. As is have
considered here, in 50 P -branch absorption iterations, there will beDoblate1,I50 (50,−30,−50)
and Dprolate2 (50,M = −30, K = 0). Now, 30 Q-branch absorption’s gets the oblate
distribution to Doblate1 (50, 0, K = −50). What is important here however is the fact
that there does not necessarily have to be 30 Q-branch absorptions. There could be
for example, a combination of off axis R-branch absorptions coupled with P -branch
absorptions. Depending on the position of the Ĵ vector, the net effect of this could be
to lower the M quantum number such that when R-branches really become favorable,
J ≈ M ≈ K. Also, 30 more P -branch absorption’s gets the prolate distribution to
Dprolate2 (J = 30,M = 0, K = 0).
The idea is essentially that some sort of net combination of R and P branch
absorptions could ultimately make M much closer to J during the latter part of the
simulation. This is all a consequence of the conservation of the K quantum number
which forces J to be out of the X̂− Ŷ plane.
Chapter 8
The Infinite Prolate and Oblate
Cases
8.1 Infinite Prolate Case
Consider an infinitely long molecule or for that matter a sufficiently sized carbon tube
that approximates this limit under the quantum mechanical considerations addressed
here. Orient it in the standard way with the symmetry axis of the molecule along
the ẑ of the BF coordinate system. Also defined in this direction is the rotational
constant
1
B‖. Let B⊥ represent the rotational constant in the x̂ or ŷ directions (they
are equivalent in terms of symmetry). The symmetric top energy expression is given
as,
F (J,K) = B⊥J(J + 1) + (B‖ −B⊥)K2 . (8.1)
In the infinite prolate limit, the moments of inertia along the non-unique and unique
axes respectively become I⊥ →∞ and I‖ → 0. This describes an infinitely long and
thin molecule. From the inverse relationship with the rotation constant it becomes
1All rotational constants shown here have units of cm−1
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evident that B⊥ → 0 and B‖ →∞. That is, the symmetry axis for a prolate molecule
becomes the high energy axis. These values are not quite approached even in the most
prolate simulation case (with respect to the program). Assuming a JMAX = 5000
and taking initial average rotational constants of B⊥ = B‖ = 0.156 (twice of what the
average rotational constants are in the selected molecules of interest, 0.078) ξ = 0.999
is solved for giving, B⊥ = 0.01559 and B‖ = 15.5982. With these considerations it
can be seen that,
F (J,K) ≈ B‖K2 . (8.2)
Then the energy expression, Eqn. 8.2, when used in the Boltzmann distribution equa-
tion, would populate states with K ≈ 0 and where J could be somewhat arbitrarily
large. Note that this does not limit to the “rigid rotor energy expression” which is,
F (J) = B⊥J(J + 1) . (8.3)
The rigid rotor assumes K ≡ 0. This means that the the rotor is forced to rotate with
J always perpendicular to the BF ẑ axis. It is important to treat the infinite prolate
case with the F (J,K) expression given in Eqn. 8.2 since otherwise there would be no
information allowing for one to choose B⊥.
8.2 Infinite Oblate Case
In the infinite oblate case, and observing the same notation conventions discussed
above, it is evident that I‖ > I⊥, but it is not readily apparent how much greater B‖
is (at least in the infinite oblate case). This implies that B‖ < B⊥ and consequently
there exists some sort of limiting expression such as,
F (J,K) ≈ B⊥J(J + 1)−B⊥K2 . (8.4)
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Equation 8.4, when used in the Boltzmann distribution function, selects for J ≈ K




The original goal faced in this thesis was to numerically evaluate and understand how
molecular prolateness affects the degree of unidirectional rotational motion that can
be obtained. It is apparent that all studied prolateness levels orient and align to some
degree. The orientation and alignment process can work using LCP light to induce
single photon transitions assuming the collision probability is low. Some molecules
orient and align better than others purely due to an initial rotationally more favorable
initial distribution. This mainly has to do with certain initial distributions favoring
absorption branch transitions that end up contributing more to the overall alignment
process (notably absorption on an R-branch transition).
9.1 The Steady-State Analysis
Much of the concrete arguments and factual statements that can be made come from
analyzing steady-state A10(t∞) and A
2
0(t∞) values along with α(t∞). It should be
apparent from figure 6.4 and from table 6.1 that oblate molecules have the greatest
steady state magnitudes of orientation and alignment on ‖ transitions. Reasons for
this stem from oblate molecules being able to use Q-branch transitions in order to
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move through the M = 0 point (see Appendix D). For a ⊥ transition, a more prolate
molecule is seen to achieve the highest orientation and alignment (for ξ ≈ 0.81).
Again, the reason for this trend is that a ⊥ Q-branch transition is most probable
when K ≈ 0. This would imply that a perfectly prolate molecule would align and
orient best on a ⊥ transition; however a collision probability is at play here which can
thermalize the |JKM〉 state. A molecule with a ⊥ transition dipole needs to have
some appreciable magnitude of K so that it can take advantage of the powerfully
aligning Q-branch transitions across a more robust randomized M distribution. A
thermalized molecule with a higher K has a generally higher S⊥(J ;K;M) magnitude
and tends to absorb more strongly. It is important to understand that various non-
thermal molecular distributions can vastly change the results of Fig. 6.4.
9.2 On the Polarization Anisotropy Ratio for Prolates and
Oblates
Physical insight into the analysis of the polarization anisotropy ratio revolves around
understanding the location of the transition dipole of the symmetric top relative to
the SF frame. From a classical point of view, this means that knowledge of K dictates
rotor tilt in the BF frame relative to an off Ẑ axis projection of the rotor’s J vector
(i.e. the M quantum number). The ratio, α(t), shown in figure 6.5 is seen to evolve
towards some value greater than zero meaning that X̂ emission is favored. Steady-
state emission is a function of the BF frame orientation of the transition dipole relative
to the X̂−Ŷ plane in the SF frame. On a ‖ transition, the magnitude of α(t) is directly
proportional to how close δJ ;M = | ~J | − | ~M | approximates | ~K|. On a ⊥ transition,
the magnitude of α(t) is directly proportional to how close | ~J | is to | ~K|. What is
interesting to note is the rather poor detectable signature of a prolate molecule on
a perpendicular transition. It is however readily apparent from Fig. 6.5 that α(t)
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increases much faster for parallel transitions. Also, the α(t∞) ratio is higher for
parallel transitions with prolate molecules and spherical molecules. For a ‖ transition
dipole in a highly prolate molecule, the K quantum number has little influence over
the orientation of the transition dipole with respect to the SF frame. In the case of a
spherical rotor a maximum in the polarization ratio is seen on ‖ transitions. Reasons
for this stem from the δssJ ;M ≈ | ~K| which places the ‖ transition dipole precisely in
the SF X̂− Ŷ plane. When looking at Fig. 6.6 it immediately becomes apparent that
parallel transitions can be detected the easiest for all molecular prolateness levels, ξ.
Oblate molecules initially start with K large and consequently have greater efficiency
in keeping | ~K| ≈ | ~J | on ⊥ transitions. A perhaps more subtle observation may be
that transition type becomes less important in terms of detectability as ξ → −1 (as
both of these ratios would be reasonable signals).
9.3 Assumptions That May Affect Results
Because initial conditions end up completely changing the results of this simulation,
assumptions made during construction of the thermal distributions will lead to the
general trends shown in the plots that are functions of simulation iteration. The
main assumption that affects the shape of these plots and final results of the sim-
ulation revolves around keeping the rotational partition function constant across all
molecular “prolateness levels”. This construction, while it places molecules on equal
entropic footings, (1) does not hold average ensemble J values constant, (2) leaves
randomization of the M quantum number relative to different J ranges dependent on
molecular prolateness, and (3) may distribute wide ranges of K over ensemble states
as ξ → 0. This leads to differences in initial M distributions and differences in K dis-
tributions that are not solely characteristic of a molecule’s shape (these differences are
characteristic of both shape and this constant partition function) and consequently
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differences in initial δJ ;M values that molecules must navigate in order to move to-
wards orientation and alignment. Although the construction of initial distributions
that have the same partition function biases the system in these ways 1-3, one must
come up with some way to construct a variety of rotational constants. This could also
be done, for example, by keeping 〈J〉 constant; however any construct of rotational
constants and hence initial thermal distributions will slightly bias a system in some
way and give rise to molecular prolateness trends in orientation and alignment. We
present this simulation here noting these biases and we feel that these biases give rise
to the most useful results. In terms of experimental implications, one could imagine
performing such a rotational experiment in a temperature regulated cell where a range
of molecules of different prolatenesses are chosen such that temperature regulation
allows for one to create this constant partition function across all molecular shapes.
9.4 General Conclusions
In conclusion, this simulation has revealed some very unintuitive properties of different
chromophore rotational systems. Main ideas can be summarized as follows:
1. A wide range of rigid chromophores can show significant orientation and align-
ment.
2. Molecules with perpendicular transitions generally align and orient the strongest,
however, alignment and orientation is most easily detected by fluorescence emis-
sion on parallel transitions.
3. Absorptions on ‖ transitions are more robust with respect to α(t∞).
4. Finally, a variety of molecules can show unidirectional rotation and can thus be
thought of as possible candidates for the development of nanoscale motors.
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Perhaps the correct way to go about picking a good candidate motor molecule would
be to evaluate its lowest energy transition (be it ‖ or ⊥), approximate its rotational
constants using ab initio calculations, and then evaluate its rotation breadth in full
using this simulation.
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Chapter 10
The Multi-Axis Problem
By a multi-axis problem it is meant that now, the molecular ensemble can be thought
to be irradiated by two different lasers lying in perhaps one of the three principle
planes defined by the SF axes. Irradiation of the sample may now take place from
two different directions. If both laser’s are simultaneously irradiating the sample
from independent directions, a mixed photon state must be used to understand the
formalism of the state evolution that has been previously covered. A mixed photon
state might result from two light sources that emit independently assuming there is
no definite phase relation between these sources. This problem is likely solved most
conveniently and elegantly using density matrix methods. It will not be covered here
but may be interesting to consider as future work.
Alternatively, consider independent irradiation of an ensemble from two directions
where the light sources are not irradiating the ensemble simultaneously. If the orig-
inal laser and its defining axis system (the one that is first on during the study) is
labeled L1 and the other is labeled L2, it is easy to understand that the theoretical
formalism already discussed in the L1 SF frame is identical to that in the L2 frame.
A Euler rotation need only be performed on the quantum states defined in the L1
frame to the L2 frame in order to consider absorption from this new laser and new
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direction. It is therefore necessary to understand how states rotate, how symmetries
are preserved during rotation, and what needs to be done differently to the current
numerical simulation in order to preserve the superposition (coherence) of states.
We know how to write the transformation under rotation of any angular momen-
tum basis state (which is applicable to the multiple laser irradiation axes problem
that we face). Rather what we are concerned with understanding is the following,
R(θ, φ, χ)|JKM〉 =
∑
M ′
|JKM ′〉〈JKM ′|R(φ, θ, χ)|JKM〉 . (10.1)




(φ, θ, χ) = 〈JM ′|R(φ, θ, χ)|JM〉 (10.2)
















and for a symmetric top wave-function





〈φ, θ, χ|JKM〉∗ (10.6)
10.0.1 Coordinate Transformations
The rotational wave-functions described above specify the probability amplitude dis-
tribution of orientation of the molecular fixed (MF) axis in the laboratory fixed (SF)
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axis system. We can express the relationship between SF and MF quantities by trans-
forming coordinates. This is related to the Wigner Eckart Theorem (see Appendix
Sec. G.4),






The action of T k,MFq (A) on |JKM〉 is an applied group theory problem where T
k,SF
P (A)
is in the laboratory frame and T k,MFq (A) is in the molecular frame. Analogous to this
is the rotation of |JKM〉 states into some other laser irradiation axis.
We have previously derived theory for the absorption of LCP photons with an
SF axis orientation requiring the LCP drive beam to be along the Ẑ axis of the SF
frame. The BF frame theory remains the same however when we change the SF axis
orientation we re-orient the electric vectors of the incoming light (in the absorption
process) and the emission direction polarization’s (during the emission process). If we
rename the SF axes accordingly (always keeping Ẑ as the laser propagation direction),
the SF theory remains the same, but we now must deal with the rotation of the BF
wave-functions by whatever the SF frame is changed to (adjusted by the appropriate
Euler angles). Accordingly we must look at computing,
R(φ, θ, χ)|JKM〉 =
∑
M ′






(φ, θ, χ)|JKM ′〉
(10.8)
From this we can see that,
DJ
MM ′
= 〈JKM ′ |R(φ, θ, χ)|JKM〉 (10.9)
The square of Eqn. 10.9 is the probability of getting a state that has been rotated
by R̂ = (φ, θ, χ). We may compute all of these matrix elements, sum over a partition
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function and think about using the rejection method to collapse the wave-function in
order to select a most probable state. The problem is that with such a strategy, axial
symmetry information (contained in the superposition or coherence of states by the∑
M ′ ) is lost.
From Eqn. 10.4 we see that we must be able to evaluate the Wigner d-functions
of the form dJ
M ′M















)!(J −M ′)!(J +M)!(J −M)!
]1/2













Here n ranges over all integer values such that the factorials remain non negative.
We need to numerically code a function for Eqn. 10.10 and then use Eqn. 10.4 to
evaluate the Wigner matrix element, DJ
M ′M




= 〈JKM ′ | −R(φ, θ, χ)|JKM〉
= 〈JKM ′ |R(−φ,−θ,−χ)|JKM〉 ,
(10.11)
sum over a partition function and use the rejection method to select the state that
we rotate back to.
10.1 A Hidden Problem With Evaluating Eqn. 10.10
Numerically, Eqn. 10.10 is very easy to code and solve. Efforts used to find the
n search space are relatively straightforward using nested loops. What is not easy
to evaluate are the dJ
M,M ′
functions for large J or M combinations. Double pre-
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cision variables only have around 15 digits and so large factorials can not be cal-
culated using standard programming libraries. The solution to this problem is to
use a multi-precision library such as, the ARbitrary PRECision Computation Pack-
age (ARPREC). Briefly, this library has a FORTRAN 90/95 interface with custom
datatypes that can store very large numbers. Factorial computations of large numbers
is a function already built into this library.
A convenient method that one would use to actually rotate a High-J quantum
state maybe to pre-process d-function calculations and store them in a large hash.
These values could be recalled and loaded as needed.
10.2 Example Calculation (J=2)
Consider the initial state ψi = |JKM〉 = |222〉. We will consider rotation by θ = π/2.
We use Eqn. 10.8 to see that,
R(0, π/2, 0)|222〉 =
∑
M ′






(0, π/2, 0)|22M ′〉
= D222|222〉+D212|221〉+D202|220〉
+D2−12|22− 1〉+D2−22|22− 2〉
= d222(θ)|222〉+ d212(θ)|221〉+ d202(θ)|220〉
+ d2−12(θ)|22− 1〉+ d2−22(θ)|22− 2〉 .
(10.12)
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To evaluate the individual d-functions (lowercase) we use Eqn. 10.10. These are given










d221(θ) = −d212(θ) = −d2−2−1(θ) = d2−1−2(θ) = −
1
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Now if we conduct the reverse rotation of this superposition back by π/2 we should
regenerate the pure state that we started with. This pure state should be |222〉.































































































The terms in Eqn. 10.20 can be grouped according to state. Evaluating the d-




































































































































= |222〉+ 0|221〉+ 0|220〉+ 0|22− 1〉+ 0|22− 2〉
= |222〉
(10.21)
Thus we have successfully rotated |222〉 by π/2 into a superposition of states and
then back by −π/2 in its original pure state |222〉.
10.3 Why Rotation by π/2 is Interesting
In our ongoing rotational experiment, consider the starting orientation of the space-
fixed (SF) frame. The laser wave vector is along the Ẑ-axis of the SF frame. We have
polarization detectors at distant points along the SF X̂ and Ŷ axes. We propose to
put two detectors at 45◦ and −45◦ relative to the original SF frame Ẑ axis and re-






, that has undergone
a (φ = 0, θ = π/2, χ = 0) Euler rotation relative to the original SF axis system.
Measurement of the two 45◦ detector signals will indicate how the evolution of the J
vector is controlled and which direction it evolves towards (eventually to align with
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the re-defined Ẑ SF axis).
10.4 Important Aspects of the Rotation Process
In the present simulation we are interested in taking an initial quantum state ψi and
rotating it by some angle, θ where we choose the variable θ to correspond to the
formalism of the Euler rotations presented in [3]. In our simulation, before rotation
occurs we always have pure states. This is not exactly correct as each state is actually
in a complex superposition of states which is collectively referred to as the coherences
of the system.
The absorption and emission process is more correctly treated by considering the
collective superposition of states that grows very quickly after each iteration. When a
pure state absorbs a photon it effectively becomes a superposition of quantum states
such that each final state conserves angular momentum in the usual ways. Such is the
case that an absorption yields a superposition of P,Q and R branch states. During
fluorescence emission, assuming that angular momentum is conserved appropriately,
each state will end up in an additional superposition of states for each emission branch
type (again P,Q and R).
The prior analysis calculates matrix elements and probability magnitudes based
on a statistical rejection method. On any given absorption or emission event, the
superposition of states is treated correctly however the rejection method is used to
collapse each of these superpositions into a single pure state–the single state that is
most probable. No knowledge of the coherences of the system is needed because of the
problem’s cylindrical symmetry. Of course, when we rotate the states, this symmetry
is broken and the azimuthal information in the coherences must be retained for proper
analysis.
We know that the rotation of a pure state leads to the creation of a mixed state
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where the M quantum number has been expanded in summation over the integer
interval [−J, J ]. The rotation operator is a linear operator and so the rotation of a
mixed state is equivalent to the rotation of each eigenstate/basis state function in the
superposition.
In order to study irradiation from multiple directions, we must re-derive the theory
to keep track of the system coherences. This is extensively discussed and is done in
part in chapter, 11.
Chapter 11
Coherence Derivation
We now restrict our attention to a resonance fluorescence process that is almost
identical to what has been previously derived and studied. Here we have heavily used
notation from [3] from pp. 200. Let radiation be of polarization êa and let it be
absorbed by an initial state |i〉 = |αiJiMi〉. This causes an electric dipole transition
to the excited state |e〉 = |αeJeMe〉. Then there is fluorescence emission to the final
state |f〉 = |αfJfMf〉.
The idea here is that at time t = 0 a short pulse of light is incident on an ensemble
sample. Ignoring collisions for now, an expression for the intensity at subsequent time
t, I(t), can be derived.
Take the initial quantum state of the molecule before time t = 0 to be,
|ψ(αiJiMi; t < 0)〉 = |αiJiMi〉 exp [−iωMit] (11.1)
where ωMi = E(αi, Ji,Mi)/~. Excitation by a pulse of light with polarization êa gives
an excited wave-function proportional to,
|ψ(αeJeMe; t = 0)〉 ∝
∑
Me
〈αeJeMe|êa · µ̂|αiJiMi〉|αeJeMe〉 . (11.2)
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NOTE: The summation over Me takes into account that there may be more than
one sub-level excited from a given ground state sub-level Mi depending on the nature
of polarization of the incident beam. In our case with LCP light we know that we
can only have one Me, that is Me = Mi + 1. For sake of completeness we will keep
this summation.





× exp [−iωMet− Γet/2] .
(11.3)










〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeMe〉〈αeJeMe|êd · µ̂|αfJfMf〉
× exp [iωMet− Γet/2]|
2 .
(11.4)
We restrict this derivation to the case where we consider the contribution of a single

































〈αeJeMe|êa · µ̂|αiJiMi〉〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeM
′
e〉





−i(ωMe − ωM ′e)t− Γet
] (11.6)








〈αeJeMe|êa · µ̂|αiJiMi〉〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeM
′
e〉




We now let Eqn. 11.7 be the starting point for studying this coherence spec-












where AMeM ′e and FMeM ′e respectively describe the absorption and fluorescence matrix
elements,





= 〈αeJeMe|(êa · µ̂)P̂i(ê∗a · µ̂)|αeJeM
′
e〉





= 〈αfJfMf |(ê∗d · µ̂)P̂f (êd · µ̂)|αfJfMf〉
(11.9)
where we have defined a projection operator Pi, onto a ket |αiJiMi〉, and a projection
operator, Pf , onto a subspace spanned by the set {|αfJf (Mf = −Jf )〉, |αfJf (Mf =
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The FMeM ′e expression in Eqn. 11.9 can be evaluated using some elegant mathemat-
ics. If one realizes that the Pf projection operator is invariant under rotation and










 Je k Je
−M ′e −q Me

× (−1)Je+Jf |〈Je||r(1)||Jf〉|2
 1 1 kJe Je Jf

(11.11)
Here Ekq (ê, ê
∗) is a polarization tensor that contains only variables that involve the
electric field direction. The polarization tensor is of rank 2 and k takes values 0,1,












(−1)q(2k + 1)1/2e(1, µ)e∗(1, q − µ)
1 1 k
µ q − µ −q
 (11.12)
The AMeM ′e of Eqn. 11.9 has matrix elements that have been previously been
computed for a variety of electric field polarizations and transition dipole types. More
insight into this derivation can be obtained if one proceeds in a slightly different way
1[3] Eqn. 5.100
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as is explained in Section 11.1.
11.1 Alternative Coherence Derivation
Equation 5.105 from [3], is re-derived so that the principles of derivation become










Using Eqn. 11.13 we see that,







































〈αeJeMe|êa · µ̂|αiJiMi〉〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeM
′
e〉




Equation 11.18 is for an isotropic distribution of initial states such that the contribu-
tion of all states is included by summing over Mi. In our simulation we do not have
this which is why the first derivation did not include a
∑
Mi


















e|r1ν |αfJfMf〉(e∗d)−ν′ 〈αfJfMf |r1ν′ |αeJeMe〉
(11.19)
Now we proceed to apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem to each of these matrix elements
in Eqn. 11.19. This theorem applies since we are computing the matrix element of
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 Je 1 Jf
−M ′e ν Mf
 〈αeJe||r(1)||αfJf〉
× (−1)Jf−Mf






If we note the following identity, Eqn. 11.21,
〈α′j ′||T (k)||αj〉∗ = (−1)j−j
′
〈αj||T (k)||α′j ′〉 , (11.21)
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 Je 1 Ji
−Me µ Mi









 Je 1 Jf
−M ′e ν Mf














































 Je 1 Ji
−Me µ Mi









 Je 1 Jf
−M ′e ν Mf







If one uses Eqn. 5.129 from [3] (a manipulated and arguably simpler form of Eqn.
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 1 1 kJe Je Ji





























 1 1 kJe Je Ji










has been turned into (−1)−q+q = 1 since in the
coupling and derivation of 11.24 we have coupled two angular momentum with J = 1
into k = J12 and the m components of each of these angular momentum into q. Thus
µ+ µ
′
+ q = 0 and ν + ν
′ − q = 0 making the overall sum equal to −q+ q. Note that
this is also necessary to have non-vanishing 3J symbols. The first term enclosed in
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µ −µ− q q







 1 1 k
−µ µ− q q








µ q − µ −q

= (−1)kEkq (êa, ê∗a)
(11.26)
Analogous to 11.26 we find that the second term in brackets of Eqn. 11.25 is






(−1)qEkq (êa, ê∗a)Ek−q(êd, ê∗d)(−1)Jf−Je+Ji−Je
×
 1 1 kJe Je Ji

 1 1 kJe Je Jf

(11.27)
This is the same as Eqn. 5.105 from [3]. Next comes the treatment of 11.27 for the
absorption of LCP polarized light and the emission of linearly polarized light. The
polarization tensor for LCP light is,
Ek0 (êa, ê
∗





The polarization tensor for linearly polarized detection light is,
Ek0 (êd, ê
∗





We must account for the different propagation directions of the excitation and de-
tection beams. Denoting the angle between the propagation directions of the beams
as θ and if we refer the detection polarization tensor to the same axis as that of the





















Substituting Eqns. 11.28, 11.29, and 11.30 into Eqn. 11.27 we get a final expression














 1 1 kJe Je Ji

 1 1 kJe Je Jf

(11.31)
Because our ensemble is non-isotropic in M (except during the first iteration) we are
more interested in an expression where there is no summation over Mi. The intensity
expression (essentially the probability expression) that is of interest is simply just
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 Je 1 Ji
−Me µ Mi









 Je 1 Jf
−M ′e ν Mf







At this time it is not obvious how to reduce Eqn. 11.32 to a simpler form however
the numerical evaluation of this expression is relatively simple. One must just eval-
uate it for a particular transition dipole and for two particular absorption/emission
polarizations and absorption/emission directions.
11.2 The Explicit Wavefunction and A Modification of the
Coherence Derivation for Symmetric Top Molecules
Equation 11.3, that is the excited time evolving wavefunction, is now examined with
respect to fluorescence emission and the final wavefunction |ψ(αfJfMf ); t〉. Equation
11.3 is now operated on by another electric dipole transition operator, namely êd · µ̂.
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From here we see that,
|ψ(αfJfMf ); t〉 =
∑
Jf ,Mf






〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeMe〉〈αeJeMe|êd · µ̂
× |αfJfMf〉|αfJfMf〉 exp [iωMet− Γet/2]
(11.33)
If we use Eqn. 11.14 and then use the Wigner-Eckart theorem on the rank 1 spherical
tensor µ̂(1) we find that,





〈αiJiMi|ê∗a · µ̂|αeJeMe〉〈αeJeMe|êd · µ̂|αfJfMf〉

















 Je 1 Jf
−Me ν Mf
 〈αeJe||r(1)||αfJf〉
× |αfJfMf〉 exp [iωMet− Γet/2]
(11.34)
The matrix element components in equation 11.34 have actually already been eval-
uated in full but using some slightly different theoretical tools. For example if we
specialize these equations for a symmetric top molecule, for absorption of LCP light
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with the MF frame orientated ẑ transition dipole µ(1) = T (1, 0) it is noted that,








× 〈JiK, 1 0|JeK〉〈JiMi, 1 1|JeMe〉
(11.35)
and then assuming emission with linear polarization in the Ẑ direction,







× 〈JeK, 1 0|JfK〉〈JeMe, 1 0|JfMf〉
(11.36)
Combining equations 11.34, 11.35, and 11.36 we get,
















〈JeK, 1 0|JfK〉〈JeMe, 1 0|JfMf〉
× |αfJfMf〉 exp [iωMet− Γet/2]
(11.37)
Labeling state transitions as P,Q, or R and excitation or fluorescence emission transi-
tions as ↑, ↓ respectively once can define a set of arbitrarily coefficients {γ1, γ2 . . . , γn}
such that the final state after an absorption transition may be thought of as a the
following superposition of basis states,
|ψf〉 = γ1|Q ↑ Q ↓〉+ γ2|Q ↑ P ↓〉+ γ3|Q ↑ R ↓〉
+ γ4|P ↑ Q ↓〉+ γ5|P ↑ P ↓〉+ γ6|P ↑ R ↓〉
+ γ7|R ↑ Q ↓〉+ γ8|R ↑ P ↓〉+ γ9|R ↑ R ↓〉
(11.38)
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Keeping track of the state coherences becomes a problem of statistical Markovian
chain analysis. Knowledge of the current state is the only information needed to find
the next state after a subsequent iteration. Moreover, the state space is discrete on
any given iteration since only 9 possible transitions are possible assuming angular
momentum is conserved. This problem, likely involves large matrix computations
and some non-trivial programming techniques and is left as future work. To make
things more complex, if one is to include collisions, a state randomizer matrix needs
to be constructed (which is a non-trivial feat in and of its self).
Appendices
Appendix A
Detailed Calculations of Matrix
Elements of the form
〈J ′K ′M ′|ê · µ̂|JKM〉
A.1 Rotational orientation of symmetric top molecules by
circularly-polarized optical pumping
A.1.1 General considerations
We restrict our attention to an initially thermal sample of large symmetric top
molecules. By “large” we mean that there exists a large number of vibrational degrees
of freedom, such that the molecules have a broad, structureless absorption spectrum.
Therefore any molecule in the sample has some vibronic transition that can be ac-
cessed at the wavelength of the light source. wavelength. Alternatively, we could
irradiate the molecules with a polarized, broadband light source so that energy res-
onance between the molecules and the source photons is maintained as the sample
becomes rotationally oriented during successive absorption/emission cycles. The light
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source consists of a circularly-polarized beam of light, such as would be produced by
a laser.
The probability, Pij, of a single-photon, electric-dipole transition between an initial
state i and a final state f is given by
Pij = C |〈ψf |ê · µ̂|ψi〉|2 (A.1)
The operator representing the transition is ê · µ̂, where ê is, in general, a complex
vector representing the electric polarization of the absorbed light and µ̂ is the direction
of the transition dipole moment. In Eqn. A.1 these are defined as unit vectors, so that
the magnitudes of the electric field and the transition dipole become scaling factors in
the probability expressions below. In Eqn. A.1, C contains scaling constants such as
the magnitude of the electric field, the magnitude of the electronic transition dipole
moment, and Franck-Condon factors.
We are concerned with the absorption probability for a rotational-electronic tran-
sition of a rigid, symmetric top molecule on a “parallel” transition, i.e. the electronic
transition dipole is oriented along the cylindrical symmetry axis of the molecule. Con-
sidering only rotational angular momentum, the relevant angular momentum quan-
tum numbers in each electronic state are J , K, and M , where J is the total angular
momentum quantum number, K gives the projection of the total angular momentum
onto the body-fixed z-axis, and M gives the projection onto the space-fixed z-axis.
Eqn. A.1 then becomes
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) = |〈J ′K ′M ′|ê · µ̂|JKM〉|2 . (A.2)
For simplicity, in Eqn. A.2 the proportionality constant C in Eqn. A.1 has been
set equal to unity. The P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) are then interpreted as relative absorption
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probabilities for |JKM〉 → |J ′K ′M ′〉 in an electronic transition between two specified
vibrational-electronic states.
For a one-photon, parallel transition the general symmetric top rotational selection
rules are well known: (Herzberg III, Eqn. II,66)
∆K = 0 ∆J = 0,±1 if K 6= 0 (A.3)
∆K = 0 ∆J = ±1 if K = 0 (A.4)
Beyond these rigorous selection rules, rotational line-strengths or “Hönl-London fac-
tors” are commonly used to quantify the relative probability of the allowed rota-
tional transitions for a given set of initial and final rotational quantum numbers
J,K and J ′, K ′. However, the Hönl-London factors are valid only for unpolarized,
non-directional absorption of randomly oriented rotors. They are calculated by sum-
ming Eqn. A.2 over all M and M ′, and averaging over all polarization directions by
making ê ≡ 1, setting µ̂ = rz, and multiplying by 3 to account for each direction.
Here we instead want to derive the relative probabilities for absorption of directional,
circularly-polarized light by rotationally aligned/oriented molecules. This means that
the relative probability for each |JKM〉 → |J ′K ′M ′〉 transition must be separately
calculated, and ê is no longer a scalar.
A.1.2 Fully state-resolved rotational transition absorption
probabilities
The transition dipole operator, µ̂, is most conveniently defined in the “molecule-
fixed” or “body-fixed” (BF) frame. We define the BF frame in the customary way
such that the z-axis is along the cylindrical symmetry axis of the molecule. If the
transition dipole lies along the symmetry axis, its BF Cartesian representation is
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µ̂ = ẑ = (0, 0, 1). However, it is more convenient to work in a spherical tensor basis.
([3], chapter 5). The vector µ̂ becomes a first-rank tensor with three components
proportional to the familiar l = 1,m = 0,±1 spherical harmonics. In the spherical
tensor basis, µ̂ = ẑ is analogous to the l = 1,m = 0 spherical harmonic. Using the
spherical tensor notation of [3], in the BF frame,
µ̂ = ẑ = T (1, 0) , (A.5)
where T (1, 0) is a first-rank tensor operator, and the other two first-rank tensor
components, T (1, 1) and T (1,−1), vanish. ([3] Eq. 5.4)
We assume absorption from a left circularly-polarized (LCP) laser beam. The
laser beam is most conveniently defined in the space-fixed (SF) frame and we assume
that the beam propagates in +Z-direction. The spherical-tensor representation of
the LCP field in the SF frame is
ê = −T (1, 1) , (A.6)
with the other two first-rank tensor components being zero. ([3] 5.118)
Following [3] Sec. 6.5, we choose to evaluate the probability expressions in the BF
frame. Using the Wigner rotation functions (Eqs. 5.9 and 6.115 of [3]) to rotate the
space-fixed ê to the body-fixed frame, we write







D1∗11(R̂)T (1, 1) +D
1∗






where R̂ = (φ, θ, χ) represents the Euler angles parameterizing the rotation of the SF
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frame into the BF frame, and the DJMK(R̂) are the Wigner rotation functions. ([3]
Eqn. 6.114)
The dot product ê · µ̂ can be written as a scalar contraction of the two first-rank
tensors e(1) = ê and r(1) = µ̂. In general, in the spherical tensor basis this gives ([3]
Eqn. 5.41)









3 [−e(1, 1)r(1,−1) + e(1, 0)r(1, 0)− e(1,−1)r(1, 1)] ,
(A.8)
where the e(k, q) and r(k, q) are the coefficients of the spherical tensor representations





(−1)qA(k, q)B(k,−q) . (A.9)












Using Eqns. A.5 and A.7 for the direction of our transition dipole and polarization of
the electric field, we have the BF frame coefficients
r(1, 0) = 1
r(1,±1) = 0
e(1, 0) = −D1∗10(R̂)
e(1,±1) = −D1∗1±1(R̂) .
(A.11)
Substituting these components into the general dot product expression in Eqn. A.8,
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the BF frame transition operator becomes
ê · µ̂ =
√
3D1∗10(R̂) . (A.12)
The BF frame relative absorption probability in Eqn. A.2 becomes
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) = 3
∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗10(R̂)|JKM〉∣∣∣2 . (A.13)
The rigid symmetric top wavefunctions in Eqn. A.13 can also be expressed in terms
of Wigner rotation functions of the Euler rotation angles between the space-fixed and
body-fixed frames ([3] Eq. 3.125):







|ψf〉 = |J ′K ′M ′〉 (A.16)
=
[





M ′K′(R̂) . (A.17)
The integral in the probability expression in Eqn. A.13 then becomes
〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗10(R̂)|JKM〉 = 〈JKM |D1∗10(R̂)|J ′K ′M ′〉∗
=
{∫ [









× DJ ′∗M ′K′(R̂) dΩ
}∗
=













Using standard formulas ([3] 3.114), the integral over a triple product of rotation
functions in Eqn. A.18 reduces to a product of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
〈JKM |D1∗10(R̂)|J ′K ′M ′〉 =





2J ′ + 1
)




2J ′ + 1
]1/2
× 〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉 .
(A.19)
And the transition probability in Eqn. A.13 becomes
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) =
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
|〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉|2 |〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉|2 . (A.20)
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients on the right side of Eqn. A.20 vanish unless J ′ = J−1
(P -branch transitions), J ′ = J (Q-branch transitions), or J ′ = J + 1 (R-branch
transitions). The triangle condition on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient involving K
and K ′ gives rise to the constraint that K ′ = K. Also, this Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
is zero if both J = J ′ and K ′ = K = 0. These considerations give rise to the well-
known general symmetric-top rotational selection rules previously given in Eqns. A.3
and A.4. In addition the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in Eqn. A.20 involving M and M ′
gives rise to the well-known ∆M = +1 selection rule for absorption of left circularly-
polarized light. Taking these selection rules into account, Eqn. A.20 becomes
P (JKM ; J ′KM + 1) =
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
|〈JK, 10|J ′K〉|2
× |〈JM, 11|J ′M + 1〉|2 ,
(A.21)
with ∆J = 0,±1 and and all other transitions forbidden.
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A.1.3 Absorption probabilities for rotational transitions by
branch type
Eqn. A.21 allows us to attack the problem of how the rotational state population
evolves upon photon absorption. We begin by separately analyzing the detailed rel-
ative absorption probabilities for a LCP beam of light in P , Q, and R-branches of
parallel-polarized symmetric top transitions.
P -branch transitions Evaluating the non-zero Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in
Eqn. A.21 with J ′ = J − 1 we have









In the high-J (semi-classical) limit, these expressions become
|〈JK, 1 0|J − 1K〉|2 = J
2 −K2
2J2










(J −M)2 . (A.24)
Q-branch transitions Evaluating the non-zero Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in
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Eqn. A.21 with J ′ = J we have
|〈JK, 1 0|JK〉|2 = K
2
J(J + 1)




In the high-J (semi-classical) limit, these expressions become
|〈JK, 1 0|JK〉|2 = K
2
J2













R-branch transitions Evaluating the non-zero Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in
Eqn. A.21 with J ′ = J + 1 we have
|〈JK, 1 0|J + 1K〉|2 = (J −K + 1)(J +K + 1)
(2J + 1)(J + 1)
|〈JM, 1 1|J + 1M + 1〉|2 = (J +M + 1)(J +M + 2)
(2J + 1)(2J + 2)
.
(A.28)
In the high-J (semi-classical) limit, these expressions become
|〈JK, 1 0|J + 1K〉|2 = J
2 −K2
2J2











(J +M)2 . (A.30)
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A.1.4 Qualitative analysis of rotational population evolution
As we have seen, each absorption event from the LCP beam causes ∆M = +1. How-
ever, the spontaneous emission process has no such constraint on M , although it
is subject to the general J , K selection rules in Eqns. A.3 and A.4. The emission
process therefore, on average, has no systematic change on the rotational population
distribution, and we therefore ignore it here. Therefore, each absorption event effec-
tively always increases M , regardless of the change in J . The physical range of M is
−J ≤M ≤ J , so that M cannot increase beyond J . Inspection of Eqns.
A.1.5 Quantitative treatment of emission intensities
Let êd be the polarization vector of the emitted light (“d” stands for “detection”).
The space fixed X̂, Ŷ, Ẑ frame is the detection frame. In this detection frame ẑ is
aligned along the +k̂-vector of the LCP pumping beam.
A.1.5.1 Linear polarization in the Ẑ direction
For Z-polarized In the SF coordinate system:
êd = T (1, 0) (A.31)




D1∗0,q(R̂)T (1, q) ([3] Eqn. 5.9)
= D1∗0−1(R̂)T (1,−1) +D1∗00(R̂)T (1, 0) +D1∗01(R̂)T (1, 1) ,
(A.32)
where R̂ = (φ, θ, χ) represents the Euler angles parameterizing the rotation of the SF
frame into the BF frame, and the DJMK(R̂) are the Wigner rotation functions([3] Eqn.
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6.114). If µ̂ is the BF transition dipole vector, and we assume a parallel transition
(parallel to the ẑ-vector of the x̂, ŷ, ẑ BF frame), then
µ̂ = r(1, 0) (A.33)
The BF tensor components for the êd and µ̂ vectors are:
ed(1, 1) = D
1∗
01(R̂) r(1, 1) = 0 (A.34)
ed(1, 0) = D
1∗
00(R̂) r(1, 0) = 1 (A.35)
ed(1,−1) = D1∗0−1(R̂) r(1,−1) = 0 (A.36)
The scalar contraction of two first-rank tensors representing the dot-product of these
two vectors is given by

















The BF frame relative emission probability is,
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) = |〈J ′K ′M ′|êd · µ̂|JKM〉|2
= 3
∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗00(R̂)|JKM〉∣∣∣2 . (A.38)
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Evaluating the matrix element, and making use of Eqns. A.15 and A.17 gives,
〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗00(R̂)|JKM〉 = 〈JKM |D1∗00(R̂)|J ′K ′M ′〉∗
=
















2J ′ + 1
)




2J ′ + 1
]1/2
× 〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1 0|J ′M ′〉 .
(A.39)
The emission probability in Eqn. A.38 becomes,
P (JKM ; J ′K ′M ′) = 3
(
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
)
× |〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉|2 |〈JM, 1 0|J ′M ′〉|2 .
(A.40)
The triangle condition on the two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients requires that both M
and K are conserved in the emission process for Z-polarized light. Equation A.40
can then be written
P (JKM ; J ′KM) = 3
(
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
)
|〈JK, 1 0|J ′K〉|2 |〈JM, 1 0|J ′M〉|2 , (A.41)
and all other Z-polarized emission transitions have zero intensity. The high-J limit
intensities by branch type are
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0









Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0




R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0









A.1.5.2 Linear polarization in the X̂ direction
Note the following properties of the spherical tensor components:






T (1,−1) = 1√
2
(x− iy)








[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)]
(A.45)




[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] (A.46)
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D1∗−1 q(R̂)T (1, q)−
∑
q






D1∗−1−1(R̂)T (1,−1) +D1∗−1 0(R̂)T (1, 0) +D1∗−1 1(R̂)T (1, 1)



















For a parallel transition in the BF frame
µ̂ = r(1, 0) (A.48)
The dot product is then, by analogy with Eqn. A.37








The BF frame relative emission probability is




∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′| [D1∗−1 0(R̂)−D1∗1 0(R̂)] |JKM〉∣∣∣2 . (A.50)
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This probability has two matrix elements as components. Evaluating the first one:
〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗−1 0(R̂)|JKM〉 = 〈JKM |D1∗−1 0(R̂)|J ′K ′M ′〉∗
=
















2J ′ + 1
)




2J ′ + 1
]1/2
〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉
× 〈JM, 1 − 1|J ′M ′〉 .
(A.51)
Evaluating the second one:
〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗1 0(R̂)|JKM〉 =
[
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
]1/2
〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉
〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉 .
(A.52)
The X-polarized emission probability is





2J ′ + 1
)
|〈JK, 1 0|J ′K ′〉|2
× |〈JM, 1 − 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉|2 .
(A.53)
According to the triangle condition we have that ∆K = 0 and ∆M = ±1. Hence
there will be two allowed transitions for each branch type, with intensity





2J ′ + 1
)
|〈JK, 1 0|J ′K〉|2
× |〈JM, 1 − 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 1 1|J ′M ′〉|2 .
(A.54)
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The high-J limit intensities by branch type are
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1








Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1







R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1









A.1.6 Perpendicular Transition Dipole Moments
A.1.6.1 Absorption
The spherical tensor representation of the transition dipole moment in the BF frame
is:
µ̂ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] (A.58)
The spherical-tensor representation of the LCP field in the BF frame is:














For R̂(φ, θ, χ) we use Euler Angles to go from SF frame to the BF fame









3 [−e(1, 1)r(1,−1) + e(1, 0)r(1, 0)− e(1,−1)r(1, 1)]
(A.60)
But we know that:
r(1, 0) = 0
r(1,±1) = ∓ 1√
2




























Moving on we write down the symmetric top wavefunction (W.F.):





We understand that for example:







Since 〈ψf |A∗|ψi〉 = 〈ψi|A|ψf〉∗ So now we have:















|J ′K ′M ′〉∗
(A.65)





















































2J ′ + 1
[
〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
]
(A.67)







〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉−
〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
] (A.68)











2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.69)
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Absorption: The high-J limit intensities by branch type are:
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = +1





|〈JK, 11|J − 1;K + 1〉|2 = (J −K)
2
4J2






|〈JK, 1− 1|J − 1;K − 1〉|2 = (J +K)
2
4J2





Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = +1





|〈JK, 11|J ;K + 1〉|2 = J
2 −K2
2J2







|〈JK, 1− 1|J ;K − 1〉|2 = J
2 −K2
2J2







R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = +1





|〈JK, 11|J + 1;K + 1〉|2 = (J +K)
2
4J2







|〈JK, 1− 1|J + 1;K − 1〉|2 = (J −K)
2
4J2






A.1.6.2 Probability for emission in the Ẑ direction
Linear polarization in the Ẑ direction: SF coordinate system in Z is:
êd = T (1, 0) (A.79)







= D1∗0−1(R̂)T (1,−1) +D1∗00(R̂)T (1, 0) +D1∗01(R̂)T (1, 1)
(A.80)
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We write µ̂ as the BF transition dipole vector assuming perpendicular transitions i.e.
parallel to the x-y plane in the BF frame:
µ̂ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] (A.81)
We note the following:
1. êd(1, 1) = D
1∗
01(R̂) êd(1, 0) = D
1∗
00(R̂) êd(1,−1) = D1∗0−1(R̂)
2. r(1, 1) = − 1√
2
r(1, 0) = 0 r(1,−1) = 1√
2
We now take the scalar contraction































We move on to evaluate the BF frame transition probability:











∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|D1∗01(R̂)−D1∗0−1(R̂)|JKM〉∣∣∣2 (A.83)
Writing the symmetric top wavefunctions:





























Evaluating the integrals we get:
8π2
2J ′ + 1
[
〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
]
(A.86)
With coefficient we find:










2J ′ + 1
[
〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
]
(A.87)











2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2×∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
(A.88)
Emission in the Ẑ Direction: High J Limits
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1










Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1










R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1










A.1.6.3 Probability for emission in the X̂ or Ŷ directions
First we note that emission in the x direction has an equivalent treatment to emission
in the y direction
we note that:






T (1,−1) = 1√
2
(x− iy)








[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)]
(A.92)





















D1∗−1−1(R̂)T (1,−1) +D1∗−10(R̂)T (1, 0) +D1∗−11(R̂)T (1, 1)









+ T (1, 0)(D1∗−10(R̂)−D1∗10(R̂))
+ T (1, 1)(D1∗−11(R̂)−D1∗11(R̂))
] (A.95)
µ̂ for BF frame transition dipole vector for ⊥ transition dipole vector i.e. parallel to
the x-y plane is:
µ̂ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] (A.96)
Where
r(1, 1) = − 1√
2




We take the scalar contraction êd · µ̂
êd · µ̂ = −
√























BF frame transition probability is:

















We evaluate 4 integrals and we note the following:














We also note that,









|J ′K ′M ′〉∗
(A.100)



























(2J ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
8π2
[
〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
− 〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
− 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
+ 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
] 8π2
2J ′ + 1
(A.103)
This reduces to the following expression:











2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.104)
From this expression we note that the following transitions are possible:
1. ∆K = ±1
2. ∆M = ±1
Thus there are 4 types of transition available to each branch type (P,Q,R branches)
Emission in x-y Direction: High J Limits
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P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1









We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1









Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1
P (J,K,M ; J,K + 1,M − 1) = 3
4
(J −K)2(J −M)(J +M)
16J4
P (J,K,M ; J,K − 1,M − 1) = 3
4
(J −K)(J +K)(J −M)(J +M)
16J4
(A.107)
We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1





P (J,K,M ; J,K − 1,M + 1) = 3
4
(J −K)(J +K)(J −M)2
16J4
(A.108)
R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1









We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1











A.2 Probability for Emission in the +45◦ direction
Recall that:






T (1,−1) = 1√
2
(x− iy) (A.112)








[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)] (A.114)
y = − 1√
2i














(z + x) =












Let êd be the polarization vector of the emitted light where (“d” stands for “detec-
tion”). The space fixed frame is the detection frame. We note that Ẑ in the SF
frame is aligned with the propagation direction of the laser. X̂ and Ŷ are situated as
previously defined such that for emission in the +45◦ direction, êd is now (SF coord),
êd =






































































A.2.1 BF Frame Transition Dipole Vector µ̂
For a ⊥ transition dipole vector i.e. parallel to the x̂− ŷ plane is, µ̂ is given as:
µ̂⊥ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)]
= r(1,−1)T (1,−1) + r(1, 1)T (1, 1)
(A.127)
Where
r(1, 1) = − 1√
2




The transition dipole vector for a ‖ transition i.e. parallel to the BF ẑ axis is:
µ̂‖ = r(1, 0)T (1, 0) (A.128)
Where
r(1, 1) = 0 r(1, 0) = 1 r(1,−1) = 0 (A.129)
We note that



























We take the scalar contraction êd · µ̂ with each transition dipole vector (2 equations),
For a parallel transition,
êd · µ̂‖ = −
√















For a perpendicular transition,
êd · µ̂⊥ = −
√













































A.2.2 Evaluate Parallel Transition
For the parallel transition dipole, the BF frame transition probability is:

















We evaluate 3 integrals and we note the following:

























































(2J ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
8π2
[√
2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
− 2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
−
√
2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
] 8π2
2J ′ + 1
(A.142)
This reduces to the following expression:
Probability for emission in the +45◦ direction











2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉 − √2〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
−〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
∣∣∣2
(A.143)
A.2.3 Evaluate the Perpendicular Transition
For the perpendicular transition dipole, the BF frame transition probability is:




















We evaluate 6 integrals and we note the following:








































































2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
+
√
2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
− 2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
−
√
2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
+ 2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
+
√
2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
] 8π2
2J ′ + 1
(A.150)
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This reduces to the following expression:
Probability for emission in the +45◦ direction











2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉+√2〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.151)
A.3 Probability for Emission in the −45◦ direction
Let êd be the polarization vector of the emitted light where (“d” stands for “detec-
tion”). The space fixed frame is the detection frame. We note that Ẑ in the SF
frame is aligned with the propagation direction of the laser. X̂ and Ŷ are situated as
previously defined such that for emission in the −45◦ direction, êd is now: SF coord:
êd =












































































A.3.1 BF Frame Transition Dipole Vector µ̂
For a ⊥ transition dipole vector i.e. parallel to the x̂− ŷ plane is, µ̂ is given as:
µ̂⊥ = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)]
= r(1,−1)T (1,−1) + r(1, 1)T (1, 1)
(A.159)
Where the coefficients of the transition dipole vector, µ̂⊥ are,
r(1, 1) = − 1√
2
r(1, 0) = 0 r(1,−1) = 1√
2
(A.160)
The transition dipole vector for a ‖ transition i.e. parallel to the BF ẑ axis is (µ̂‖),
µ̂‖ = r(1, 0)T (1, 0) (A.161)
Where,
r(1, 1) = 0 r(1, 0) = 1 r(1,−1) = 0 (A.162)
We note that


































We take the scalar contraction êd · µ̂ with each transition dipole vector (2 equations),
For a parallel transition,
êd · µ̂‖ = −
√
















For a perpendicular transition,
êd · µ̂⊥ = −
√


















































A.3.2 Evaluate Parallel Transition
For the parallel transition dipole, the BF frame transition probability is:











∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|(√2D1∗10(R̂) + 2D1∗00(R̂)−√2D1∗−10(R̂))|JKM〉∣∣∣2 (A.166)
We evaluate 3 integrals and we note the following:













∣∣∣〈JKM |(√2D110(R̂)− 2D100(R̂) +√2D1−10(R̂))|J ′K ′M ′〉∣∣∣2
(A.167)
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(2J ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
8π2
[√
2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
+ 2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
−
√
2〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
] 8π2
2J ′ + 1
(A.171)
This reduces to the following expression:












2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.172)
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉+√2〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.173)
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A.3.3 Evaluate Perpendicular Transition
For the perpendicular transition dipole, the BF frame transition probability is:





















We evaluate 6! integrals and we note the following:











































































(2J ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
8π2
[√
2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
+ 2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
−
√
2〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
+
√
2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉
+
√
2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉
+2〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉
] 8π2
2J ′ + 1
(A.178)
This reduces to the following expression:












2J ′ + 1
] ∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉 − 〈JM, 1− 1|J ′M ′〉+√2〈JM, 10|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 (A.179)
Appendix B
Consideration of the Dark
Quantum State
B.1 Parallel Transition
In the JKM → J ′K ′M ′ LCP absorption transition, a LCP photon moves along
the Ẑ direction of the SF frame and the transition intensity strength and or relative
probability of the LCP photon absorption event is given as follows,







∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|êLCP · µ̂‖|JKM〉∣∣∣2 (B.1)
The dark quantum state is a particular |JKM〉 where the the overall transition
intensity is relatively small in comparison to other states. To find the total transition










∣∣∣〈J ′K ′M ′|êLCP · µ̂|JKM〉∣∣∣2 (B.2)
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But this is just,






2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JK, 10|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2




2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JK, 10|J ′K〉∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M + 1〉∣∣∣2
= 3(2J + 1)
[
1
2(J + 1) + 1




|〈JK, 10|JK〉|2 |〈JM, 11|JM + 1〉|2
+
1
2(J − 1) + 1
|〈JK, 10|J − 1K〉|2 |〈JM, 11|J − 1M + 1〉|2
]
(B.3)
Algebraically (after much reduction) this is,
S‖(J ;K) = 3
J 4 + 2 J 3 +K2J 2 + J 2M2 + J M2 +K2J − J − 3K2M2
J (2 J − 1) (J + 1) (2 J + 3)
(B.4)
Then of course we can do constrained Lagrangian multiplier optimization subject to
the constraints (for maximization),
−J ≤ 0 − J −K ≤ 0 K − J ≤ 0 − J −M ≤ 0 M − J ≤ 0 (B.5)
This involves forming the Lagrangian (L),
L = S‖(J ;K;M) + λ1j1 − λ2 (−j1 − k)− λ3 (k − j1 )− λ4 (−j1 −m)− λ5 (m− j1 )
(B.6)
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And then we solve the following equations,
LJ = 0 (B.7)
LK = 0 (B.8)
LM = 0 (B.9)
together with the 5 constraint equations. Solutions reveal that S‖(J ;K;M) maxima
occur at {J = J,K = ±J,M = 0} or at {J = J,K = 0,M = ±J}.
The maximum value that S‖(J ;K;M) can be depends on J . A strategy for
using these probabilities is described as follows. Find max(S‖(Jmax;K;M)) =
S‖(Jmax,K = −Jmax,M = 0) using the above results. These are states that
absorb with 100% probability. Other states transition probabilities should then be
normalized with respect to max(S‖(Jmax;K;M)) which should leave a dark state
probability left over where the molecule does not absorb.
The multi-variable limit of S‖(J ;K;M) appears to approach 1.5 for J large and











= 6/4 = 1.5 (B.10)
One should use max(S‖(Jmax;K;M)) to normalize since the program has constraints
on J or use 3/2 as a normalization factor. The perpendicular transition dipole case
should follow.
B.2 Perpendicular Transition
A very similar process as described in Sec. B.1 can be used to arrive at an expression
for max(S⊥(Jmax;K;M)). For absorption on a perpendicular transition we have
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already derived the probability or intensity strength,












2J ′ + 1
∣∣∣〈JM, 11|J ′M ′〉∣∣∣2 × ∣∣∣〈JK, 11|J ′K ′〉 − 〈JK, 1− 1|J ′K ′〉∣∣∣2
(B.11)




observing the M →M+1 LCP absorption









2J ′ + 1







2(J + 1) + 1
|〈JM, 11|J + 1M + 1〉|2
×
(





|〈JM, 11|JM + 1〉|2
×
(





|〈JM, 11|J − 1M + 1〉|2
×
(
|〈JK, 11|J − 1K + 1〉|2 + |〈JK, 1− 1|J − 1K − 1〉|2
)]
(B.12)




3 J4 + 6 J3 − J2K2 −M2J2 + J2 − JK2 − 2 J −M2J + 3M2K2
J (2 J − 1) (2 J + 3) (J + 1)
(B.13)
Using Lagrangian multiplier techniques (same as before) we find 9 critical points where
notably maxima occur where K = ±J,M = ±J . Minima occur where the maxima









S⊥(J ;K;M) = lim
J→∞
3/2
2 j2 + 3 j + 2
(2 j + 3) (j + 1)
= 3/2 = 1.5 (B.14)
Indeed, a similar approach to assign the possibility of no absorption should be taken as
was taken in the parallel case. max(S⊥(J ;K;M)) should be evaluated at Jmax, that
is max(S⊥(Jmax;K = ±Jmax;M = ±Jmax)). Then probabilities of absorption
should be appropriately assigned.
B.3 Further Analysis
We reference Eqn. B.4. An analysis of this equation with respect to the initial
distribution of ξ sub-classes of rotors should reveal how the dark transition initially
affects the willingness of a rotor to absorb. Analysis of Eqn. B.4 should also reveal
how well an ensemble can absorb based on the |JKM〉 Boltzmann population.
B.3.1 Prolate Sub-case
As can be shown by initial distribution plots, a very prolate molecule has population
in states characterized by respectively large J and K = 0. M is chosen randomly
and it may or may not be interestingly that Eqn. B.4 depends on M. A reasonable
consideration would be to evaluate S‖(J ;K = 0). This gives,
3
J 2 + J +M2 − 1
4J2 + 4J − 3
(B.15)
Eqn. B.15 has its maximum (for a given J) at J = M and its minimum at M = 0.
It could be suggested that during the latter part of the simulation (per the M + 1
selection rule for LCP absorption) that more and more prolate molecules will begin to
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absorb more frequently until they are thermalized by collision. There is one important
factor here though, no matter how prolate a molecule gets, Eqn. B.15 is the limiting
expression for S‖ since K always thermalizes to 0 and doesn’t change during LCP
absorptions with a parallel transition dipole. In other words, you can never do better
than Eqn. B.15 for a given parallel absorption transition. Now assuming M ≈ J
as is the case in the latter part of the simulation, this expression evaluates to the
limiting value of 1.5. What kills the prolate efficiency though is the thermalization
which randomizes M and thermalizes J–essentially placing you at a small absorption
probability and simultaneously un-aligning and un-orienting the system.
Assuming a thermalized system, consider the average value of Eqn. B.15 over the






J 2 + J +M2 − 1
4J2 + 4J − 3
dM =
4J2 + 3J − 3
4J2 + 4J − 3
(B.16)
B.3.2 Oblate Sub-case
Now consider an oblate molecule. In this case, the construction of an initial molecular
distribution favors states with J ≈ K and accordingly we can reduce Eqn. B.4 to,
3
J2 + 2J −M2 + 1
2J2 + 5J + 3
(B.17)






J2 + 2J −M2 + 1
2J2 + 5J + 3
dM =
2J2 + 6J + 3
2J2 + 5J + 3
(B.18)
This is obviously greater than Eqn. B.16 meaning that on average thermalizing
collisions hurt prolate molecules more than oblate ones with respect to absorptions.
Eqn. B.17 has its maximum at M = 0 and its minimum at J = M . Eqn. B.17
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however is only valid for initial absorption transitions. For a fixed J, Eqn. B.17 is
an offset downward facing parabola (as opposed to Eqn. B.15 which faces upward).
For a parallel transition, ∆K = 0 and J increases because of the ∆M = +1 selection
rule. As the system is aligning we need to evaluate Eqn. B.4 with the thermal K
value, that is S‖(J ; K̄). As the molecule gets more oblate, K̄ gets larger. During
the alignment process it therefore becomes interesting to evaluate Eqn. B.4 with a
thermal K value, K̄,
3
J 4 + 2 J 3 + K̄2J 2 + J 2M2 + J M2 + K̄2J − J − 3 K̄2M2
J (2 J − 1) (J + 1) (2 J + 3)
(B.19)
For a fixed J and thermal K̄ this expression is nothing but a class of parabolas that
gets wider as |K̄| gets larger. That is, Eqn. B.19 can be written as,
3
J4 + 2J3 + K̄2J2 + K̄2J − J
J(2J − 1)(J + 1)(2J + 3)
+ 3
M2(J2 + J − 3K̄2)
J(2J − 1)(J + 1)(2J + 3)
(B.20)
Another interesting point can be made by taking the derivative with respect to M of
S‖ and examining the slopes of the S‖’s at fixed J . A shallower slope for S‖(J ; K̄)
than for S‖(J ;K = 0) would indicate that for small changes in M there is less of a
change in S‖ and thus in molecular propensity to absorb. I claim that
d
dM
S‖(J ; K̄) <
d
dM
S‖(J ;K = 0). Proof,
d
dM
S‖(J ;K = 0) = 6
M




S‖(J ; K̄) = 6
M
(
J 2 + J − 3 K̄2
)
J (2 J − 1) (J + 1) (2 J + 3)
(B.22)
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Then this reduces to showing that,
J2 + J − 3K2
J(J + 1)
< 1
J(J + 1)− 3K2 < J(J + 1)
(B.23)
Hence the graph of S‖(J ; K̄) is a shallower parabola than the graph of S‖(J ;K = 0).
B.3.3 The Simulation
Now consider the simulation. Take some prolate rotor in a |JKM〉 state where J
points opposite to the SF +Ẑ axes–that is, M is negative. The un-oriented prolate
rotor must undergo P -branch transitions in order to flip its J vector towards the LCP
laser propagation axes (necessarily so because of the ∆M selection rule). Physically
this is allowing the state to keep K = 0 fixed, decrease J and increase M . Mathe-
matically, you are traversing down a class of parabolas given in Eqn. B.15 because
J is changing. With each P -branch you move towards the minimum of Eqn. B.15
which is,
3
J 2 + J − 1
(2 J − 1) (2 J + 3)
(B.24)
Now consider an oblate rotor in a similarly oriented initial condition (where
M < 0). P -branch transitions walk this molecule down a shallower sloped series
of parabolas (since J changes). The minimum of this parabola never gets as low as is
in the prolate case because of the thermal K̄ offset. Consequently, oblate molecules
have a net greater absorption probability during the simulation which helps them get
through the M = 0 state and onto states where the R-branch transitions become
favorable and produce strong orienting effects.
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S‖(J ; K̄) =
4 J 3 + 7 J 2 − 3 + 3 K̄2
(2 J − 1) (J + 1) (2 J + 3)
=
4J3 + 7J2 − 3 + 3K̄2
4J3 + 8J2 + J − 3
(B.25)
Note that Eqn. B.25 is also greater than Eqn. B.16. In the high J,M limit–when the
system has a high degree of orientation and alignment–the K̄ offset will not matter
much. However in a fixed amount of iterations, oblate molecules should reach higher
alignments and orientations.
Appendix C
High J Limits for Absorption and
Emission
For the absorption of LCP light we reference parallel absorption, Eqn. 3.16 and per-
pendicular absorption, Eqn. 3.17. For convenience, the absorption and emission events
have been broken up by branch transitions and selection rules.
C.1 Case I: Parallel Absorption
P -branch transition We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = +1 ∆K = 0





(J −M)2 . (C.1)
Q-branch transition We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = +1 ∆K = 0









R-branch transition We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = +1 ∆K = 0






(J +M)2 . (C.3)
C.2 Case II: Perpendicular Absorption
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = +1
























Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = +1


























R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = +1


























C.3 Case III: Parallel Emission (organized by emission di-
rection)
C.3.1 Parallel Emission in the Ẑ Direction (Ẑµ̂‖
)
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0








Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0




R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = 0









C.3.2 Parallel Emission in the X̂, Ŷ Direction(s) (X̂µ̂‖
)
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1








Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1








R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = 0 ∆M = ±1









C.4 Case IV: Perpendicular Emission (organized by emission
direction)
C.4.1 Perpendicular Emission in the Ẑ Direction (Ẑµ̂⊥
)
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1










Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1











R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆M = 0 ∆K = ±1












C.4.2 Perpendicular Emission in the X̂, Ŷ Direction(s) (X̂µ̂⊥
)
P -branch transitions We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1










We have ∆J = −1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1










Q-branch transitions We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1
P (J,K,M ; J,K + 1,M − 1) = 3
4
(J −K)2(J −M)(J +M)
16J4
(C.35)
P (J,K,M ; J,K − 1,M − 1) = 3
4
(J −K)(J +K)(J −M)(J +M)
16J4
(C.36)
We have ∆J = 0 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1






P (J,K,M ; J,K − 1,M + 1) = 3
4
(J −K)(J +K)(J −M)2
16J4
(C.38)
R-branch transitions We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = −1











We have ∆J = +1 ∆K = ±1 ∆M = +1












Idealized Initial Distributions and
Absorption Branch Insight
The initial thermal distribution of the rotor ensemble is chosen in such as way so
that the M quantum number is randomized in integer values and is bounded in the
interval [J : −J ]. This thermal distribution initially has zero directional preference
with respect to the k̂ vector of the LCP laser (see Fig. 5.1) and consequently zero
orientation and alignment. Insight into absorption branch efficiency’s and the actual
path that a molecule or an entire ensemble might take when moving towards alignment
may be obtained by looking at highly non-idealized initial distributions and letting
these distributions evolve with time. With out loss of generality, we can discuss
individual molecular dynamics from ensemble data if all molecules start out in the
same state and collisions are turned off. The most informative non-ideal distributions
are those where all of the molecules in the ensemble are forced to exist in a fully
reverse-aligned state (essentially where M = −J). These “delta function” type initial
distributions can be perturbed by incrementing M and introducing appropriate K
values that are representative of a molecules “prolateness”. Delta function state
distribution comparisons were made for ensemble states with J = 100 and M fixed
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usually in the negative J range. From here, individual absorption branch frequencies
as well as common ensemble statistics were tracked as a function of iteration (see
Figs. D.1, D.2, D.3, and D.4).
For parallel transitions, selection rules force ∆K = 0. In a classical sense, this
physically corresponds to complete molecular re-orientation. A completely prolate
rotor is characterized by K = 0 and so transitions occur with the J and M vectors
swinging about the SF frame origin in such a way as to preserve K. This effect is
seen in Figs. D.1 e-f.
It is seen that prolate rotors and more over a prolate ensemble assigned J = 100,
M = −J , and K = 0 aligns and orients the fastest. It is also seen that respectively
a more intense fluorescence polarization signal is detected in the SF X̂ direction.
Reasons for the above two observations stem from the fact that (1) the efficient
contraction of the J vector occurs via P-branch absorptions until M = 0 and then
R-branch transitions immediately take over and build M = J giving theoretically
perfect alignment and orientation at t∞ and (2) that the parallel transition dipole
vector starts out aligned with he SF X̂ axis and does not move during the entire
absorption process. Figure D.1 f) illustrates the efficient contraction of the J vector.
Decrementing M in this distribution study (as in Fig. D.1 e and d) has the effect
of preserving the initial discrepancy δJ ;M throughout the simulation. Consequently
for an initial M = −J/2 a much lower degree of alignment and orientation propa-
gates. Also, the alignment and orientation process becomes less efficient because the
absorption sum function, S(J ;K) decreases in magnitude thus forcing more molecules
to be trapped in non-absorbing states.
When K is of substantial value compared with J , Q-branches become very active
at the ensemble average 〈M〉 = 0 point. Because Q-branch absorptions preserve | ~J |










































































Figure D.1: “Delta function” initial distribution branch absorption plots for a ‖











































































Figure D.2: “Delta function” initial distribution branch absorption plots for a ⊥














































































Figure D.3: “Delta function” initial distribution S(J ;K;M) absorption plots for a














































































Figure D.4: “Delta function” initial distribution S(J ;K;M) absorption plots for a
⊥ transition independent of collisions. Initial states are noted by uniform ensemble
values (J,K,M).
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passes through 〈M〉 = 0. This can be seen in Figs. D.1 a,b,c. Although less molecules
absorb for K 6= 0 (see Fig. D.3 a,b,c) there is a much larger Q-branch population
intensity that ultimately keeps J and M close and results in larger orientations and
alignments.
The interpretations of Figures D.2 and D.4 follow in similar suit. The graphs of
〈S(J ;K;M)〉 tell of relative populations of molecules that are absorbing at certain
ensemble average M ’s. Overall, a general observation of Figs. D.1 D.2 D.3 and D.4
is an intensity peak or minimum at 〈M〉 = 0. Q-branch intensity always peaks at
〈M〉 = 0 and the more or less qualitative continuity that the Q-branch curve adds
to Figs. D.1 and D.2 is representative of overall simulation absorption efficiency with
respect to A10(t∞), A
2
0(t∞), and α(t∞) magnitudes.
Also note that these graphs lack bias with respect to a constant absorption
partition function (see Sec. 9.3). They have another bias which is essentially that




As an initial screening process for selecting molecular motor candidates, this model
has some invaluable functionality and characteristics. Inputs of a candidate molecules
rotational constants followed my some operating variables allows one to observe over-
all rotational trends if such a molecule were to be used in an experiment.
As the polarization ratio, α(t∞) will be measured during experiment, the pro-
gram could be imagined to serve the purpose of backwards solving for steady-state
alignment and orientation moments of the given molecular system. Also it could be
argued that the initial molecular dynamics of such an experiment would be adequately
modeled by this simulation (with the possible aid of a more robust collision model).
Certainly, by means previously described, this could be verified though experimental
measurement of α(t) during an experimental rotation process.
Appendix F
Rigid Rotor Treatment
We note here that the theory derived in this paper is completely applicable to the
rigid rotor. This is under the assumption that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of
Eqns. 3.16 and 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 are evaluated with K = 0 and appro-
priate properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (such as the triangle inequality) are
used to numerically check for coefficients that equal zero. The initial rotor distribution
will need to be constructed with the energy expression,
F (J) = BJ(J + 1) = B⊥J(J + 1) . (F.1)
With these minor changes the rigid rotor case can be evaluated (this is how ξ = 1
data was obtained). We also note that K selection rules for perpendicular absorption
and emission still apply and correspond to moving a rigid rotor to a first electronically
excited state (during absorption K = 0 → ±1) and then back down to its ground
state (during emission K = ±1→ 0).
Appendix G
Spherical Tensors and Mathematics
G.1 The Dot Product
The dot product or inner product of two vectors, v̂ = (v1, v2), û = (u1, u2) is the
number,
v̂ · û = v1u1 + v2u2 (G.1)
This is relatively uninteresting but we will generalize the dot product with spherical
tensors later. The dot product of two three dimensional or Cartesian vectors, â =
(ax, ay, az), b̂ = (bx, by, bz) is given as follows,
â · b̂ = axbx + ayby + azbz (G.2)
Note here that the vectors â, b̂ should really have been written as, â = axx̂+ayŷ+azẑ
and b̂ = bxx̂ + byŷ + bzẑ where x̂, ŷ, ẑ are the unit vectors in the direction of some
space fixed right-handed coordinate system.
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G.2 Spherical Tensors
We define spherical irreducible tensors of rank k to be a set of 2k + 1 functions
T (k, q) with components q = −k,−k + 1, · · · , k that transform under rotation of the
coordinate frame as,














′YLM ′ (θi, φi) (G.4)
and so we see that the tensor operators T (k, q) are proportional to the spherical
harmonics Yk,q.
The components of a Cartesian vector, rF = (rx, ry, rz) can be written in terms of
rank 1 spherical tensors as follows,
r̂x = x̂ =
1√
2
[T (1,−1)− T (1, 1)]
r̂y = ŷ = −
1√
2i
[T (1,−1) + T (1, 1)]
r̂z = ẑ = T (1, 0)
(G.5)
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[T (1,−1) + T (1, 1)]










+ T (1, 0)az









= T (1,−1)a(1,−1) + T (1, 0)a(1, 0) + T (1, 1)a(1, 1)
(G.6)
Accordingly we see that for some Cartesian vector(s) â = axx̂ + ayŷ + azẑ and




a(1, 0) = az






b(1, 0) = bz




G.3 Rotation of Spherical Tensors
It is easy to see that the rank zero tensor, T (0, 0) is unchanged by rotation and
behaves as a scalar operator. For the rank 1 tensor i.e. k = 1 we note that there are
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three operators, T (1,−1), T (1, 0), T (1, 1). Rotation of a first rank tensor yields,
RT (1, q)R−1 = D1−1q(R)T (1,−1) +D10q(R)T (1, 0) +D1−1qT1,−1 (G.8)
The rank 1 tensors (k = 1) behave like components of a vector or dipole. Because
Cartesian components of a vector transform under rotation we need to rewrite these
components in a spherical basis set, that is,
T (1, 1) = − 1√
2




T (1, 0) = rz = z
T (1,−1) = 1√
2





To rotate spherical tensors we follow Zare and use the mnemonic that the component
p is defined in the space-fixed frame and the component q is in the molecule-fixed
frame. Then we conclude that,
T (k, q) =
∑
p
Dkpq(R)T (k, p) (G.10)
expresses how the components of the tensor T (k, q) in the molecule-fixed frame are
related to those in the space fixed frame T (k, p) under rotation R. To relate the
components of the space fixed frame tensor T (k, p) to the components of the molecule-
fixed frame tensors T (k, q) we multiply both sides by Dk∗
p′q
(R) and sum over q to get,
T (k, p) =
∑
q
Dk∗pq (R)T (k, q) (G.11)
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G.4 The Wigner-Eckart Theorem
The Wigner-Eckart Theorem factors matrix elements of operators into two factors,
one which contains information about geometry, symmetry, and selection rules of the
system, and the other that contains information about the dynamics of the system.
If we now consider the matrix element 〈αJM |T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉, under rotation, the
product T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 transforms as,
R
[
T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉
]



























We now divert our attention to what is known as the Clebsch-Gordan series (since
we have noticed that the previous equation has a product of Wigner D functions!).
G.4.1 The Clebsh-Gordan Series
The Clebsh-Gordan series arises from considering the connection between the un-
coupled |α′1J1M1〉|α
′
2J2M2〉 and coupled |α
′
3J3M3〉 representations under rotational












































































G.4.2 Transforming State Vector for DK
From Eqn. G.12 we see that the (2k+1)(2J
′
+1) products T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 transform
under rotation as the direct product representation Dk ⊗DJ
′
.
From Eqn. G.15 we see that the Clebsch-Gordan series is where a product of two
rotation matrices is a sum over some Clebsch-Gordan coefficients times a rotation
matrix DK where K ranges from k+ J
′
to |k− J ′|. We then want to ask what linear
combination of the products T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 transform as a particular state vector
|βKQ〉 of the 2K + 1 functions that form the basis representation of DK . But this is







〈kq′ , J ′M ′′ |KQ〉|α′J ′M ′′〉 (G.16)
If we form a matrix element with the bra 〈αJM |, multiply both sides by the Clebsch-
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Gordan coefficient, 〈kq, J ′M ′|KQ〉, and sum over K,Q we find that,
〈αJM |T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 =
∑
K,Q
〈αJM |βKQ〉〈kq, J ′M ′|KQ〉 (G.17)
Then the scalar product 〈αJM |βKQ〉 vanishes unless J = K and M = Q because
the states are taken to be orthonormal. We then get the form of the Wigner-Eckart
theorem as,
〈αJM |T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 = 〈αJM |βJM〉〈kq, J ′M ′|JM〉








′〉 is called the reduced matrix element of Tk. By convention the
Wigner-Eckart theorem is stated as,
〈αJM |T (k, q)|α′J ′M ′〉 = (−1)J
′−M ′
 J ′ k J
−M ′ q M
 〈αJ ||T k||α′J ′〉 (G.19)
where there is a hidden (2J+1)1/2 factor by writing T k instead of Tk. Finding reduced
matrix elements is not trivial and is often times perplexing. However, once they are
found the idea is that you can quickly and conveniently calculate all (2J
′
+ 1)(2k +
1)(2J+1) different possible spherical tensor matrix elements, 〈α′J ′M ′ |T (k, q)|αJM〉.
The easiest example that I can think of which illustrates such a reduced matrix
calculation is if you want to find 〈J ||1||J ′〉. It is easy to see that,
〈JM |1|J ′M ′〉 = δJ,J ′δM,M ′ (G.20)
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But the number 1 is a rank zero tensor, a scalar, and is really just 1
(0)
0 thus,






〈J ||1||J ′〉 (G.21)
The triangle condition on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient says that |J−0| ≥ J ′ ≤ J+0
and M
′




= M . Also, 〈J ′M ′ , 00|JM〉 = 1
and comparison with Eqn. G.20 shows that,
〈J ||1||J ′〉 = δJ,J ′
√
2J + 1 (G.22)
Appendix H
A Nanotube Case Study
The following discussion was a basis for my NSF GRFP proposal
H.1 Overview and Introduction
Research on the atomic and molecular scale with respect to larger nanoscale struc-
tures has two main areas of interest understanding static nanodevices with respect
to their material properties, and understanding dynamic molecular assemblies that
generally produce some type of work when powered by an energy source. Carbon
nanotubes and other large-scale polyaromatic hydrocarbon structures (PAHs) are
currently needed for the future development of mechanistic nanotechnology. Thus
the study and construction of dynamic molecular motors and simple machines is
currently of great interest in the fields of material science and chemical engineering
[6].
Narrowing our focus to the development of nanoscale unidirectional molecular
motors, it should be noted that several groups have recently reported the successful
design of molecules that exhibit unidirectional rotational motion. In 1996, Space et
al. investigated the feasibility of creating a concentration gradient in a solvent by a
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laser driven photophoresis process. Their proposed rotor molecule absorbs light and
experiences a hindered torque that provides a driving force for the molecule through
solution [1]. In 2001, Vacek and Michl studied the rotation of a dipolar molecular
rotor mounted on a square grid that is driven by a rotating electric field [2]. While
these two studies have conceptualized two different molecular motor molecules and
models, neither has been realized. These two studies also have the disadvantage of
there not being a direct method for actual measurement of the rotation effects.
It is therefore interesting to investigate molecular motors that may be driven
by circularly polarized visible light. Various molecular chromophores, mostly laser
dyes and large PAH systems, are known to have much larger visible absorption cross
sections than the microwave / infrared absorption cross section of Vacek and Michls
dipolar molecule. This, in turn, suggests that light driven molecular motors may
be very efficient in terms of quantum mechanical angular momentum transfer. The
well-known angular momentum theory of molecules in the gas phases also suggests
that these effects will be measurable as a function of photon absorption.
H.2 Hypothesis
In my previous research, I numerically studied the ability to generate unidirectional
rotation (orientation) of various PAH molecules. I was able to show that a wide
range of rigid chromophores can show significant orientation, as quantified by the
A10 moment [3], while absorbing multiple circularly polarized photons. Moreover, the
detectability and collisional robustness of unidirectionally rotating rotors was found
to be greatest for molecules with transition dipoles parallel to the higher symmetry
axis of the molecule. Because of this, it is desired to initiate a further study into the
use of carbon nanotubes as rotational candidates for further molecular motor research.
Most likely, these molecules will be robust enough to display the characteristics of
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gas phase molecular motors.
H.3 Research Plan
Carbon nanotubes are thought to be very robust with respect to photodissociation,
and recent reports indicate that their visible absorption transition region (400-900
nm) can be controlled as a function of their physical size [7]. Thus, these molecules
are perfect for this visible light molecular motor study because their size and ge-
ometry can be controlled during synthesis. They also fit perfectly into the prolate,
parallel transition dipole case that my previous research has revealed to be a very
good candidate molecular motor. This carbon nanotube test case will also allow for
the simulation to be investigated with respect to collisional damping models that
would be appropriate for the inert and high to ultra high vacuum conditions required
during experimentation.
The geometry of a carbon nanotube can be characterized by its diameter (d) and
length (l). The d and l parameters can be controlled using various synthetic pathways
[7] to create specific target geometries that are related to the geometrical prolateness
parameter. Various approaches can be taken to compute symmetric top rotational
constants from the geometric location of carbon atoms on a carbon nanotube. A
starting place would be to approximate the nanotube as a cylinder of uniform density
and proceed to calculate the moments of inertia of this simplified structure. These
rotational constants can be determined for a variety of nanotube geometries and can
then be used as the initial conditions for the simulation described in my previous
research. This simulation will then be able to link the nanotube geometries with ro-
tational efficiencies and detectability signatures that can be further physically realized
with our groups interdisciplinary electrospray ion trap [5].
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H.4 Anticipated Results
It is anticipated that the simulation of the rotational absorption process with carbon
nanotubes of varying geometries will nearly match the results of the near perfectly
prolate molecule fitted with a parallel transition dipole that are discussed in my previ-
ous research. This would mean that carbon nanotubes and their geometries are ideal,
photochemically robust candidates for experimental molecular motor studies. Exper-
imental results will also confirm the near-continuous, tunable absorption, theoretical
quantum control techniques that the simulation describes. Assuming successful re-
sults, the development of other nanoscale architectures may ultimately be explored in
order to demonstrate quantum control of modulating the rotation of other molecular
chromophores. This may realize the smallest known practical motors to date.
Appendix I
Selected Computer Codes
The computer code for the simulation described in this thesis is over 10000 lines.
Because of this length, the code shown here is selected for its importance in the
simulation and in post processing of the results. Included is the simulation absorption
routine (written in Fortran), the simulation emission routine (written in Fortran), and
a post-processing Perl script that is especially useful for generating plots with the free
GNUPlot program (the author is particularly proud of this).
I.1 Absorption Routine
1 subroutine absorbjkm ( j1 , k1 ,m1, j3 , k3 ,m3, ipo l , iabs , tabs )
2 implicit integer ( i−n)
3 implicit double precision ( a−h , o−z )
4
5 parameter ( j 2 =1,m2=1, s jkm =1.5)
6 c subroutine accounts f o r o p t i c a l absorpt ion o f
7 c l e f t c i r c u l a r l y p o l a r i z e d l i g h t with m=+1 assumed
8 i f ( i p o l . eq . 0) then
9 c P branch
10
11 j3p = j1−1
12 m3p = m1+m2
13
14 qp = 3 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j3p ) +1.)∗
15 &t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3p , k1 ) ∗ t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3p , m3p)
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17 c Q branch
18
19 j3q = j1
20 m3q = m1+m2
21
22 qq = qp + 3 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j3q ) +1.)∗
23 &t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3q , k1 ) ∗ t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3q , m3q)
24
25 c R branch
26 j 3 r = j1+1
27 m3r = m1+m2
28
29 qr = qq + 3 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 r ) +1.)∗
30 &t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3r , k1 ) ∗ t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3r , m3r)
31 c Track the t o t a l absorpt ion propens i ty
32 tabs = qr
33 c f i n d q−−f o r c e q to be t o t a l sum J sum K |<J ’K’M’ | eu |JKM>=1.5
34 q = s jkm
35 c normal ize
36 qp = qp/q
37 qq = qq/q
38 qr = qr /q
39 c use r e j e c t i o n method
40 rannum = rand ( )
41
42 i f ( rannum . l t . qp ) then
43 j3 = j3p
44 m3= m3p
45 iab s = 1
46 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qq ) then
47 j3 = j3q
48 m3 = m3q
49 iab s = 1
50 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qr ) then
51 j3 = j 3 r
52 m3= m3r
53 i ab s = 1
54 c e l s e the re i s no absorpt ion , dark s t a t e
55 e l s e
56 j3 = j1
57 m3 = m1
58 iab s = 0
59 e n d i f
60
61 k3 = k1
62 c de l t a k i s ze ro k3=k1
63 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
64 c sumterm = q
65 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
66 e l s e i f ( i p o l . eq . 1) then
67 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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68 c P branch
69 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
70 j3p = j1−1
71 m3c = m1+m2
72 k3p = k1+1
73 k3m = k1−1
74
75 cccccccdk = − 1
76 qpk1 = 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j3p ) +1.)∗
77 &t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3p , m3c) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3p , k3m)
78 c p1 = 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j3p ) +1.)
79 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3p , m3c)
80 c p3 = tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3p , k3m)
81 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qpk1 i s : ’ , qpk1 , p1 , p2 , p3
82 cccccccdk = +1
83 qpk2 = qpk1 + 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j3p ) +1.)∗
84 &t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3p , m3c) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3p , k3p )
85 c p1 = 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j3p ) +1.)
86 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3p , m3c)
87 c p3 = tk in tensp ( j1 , k1 , j3p , k3p )
88 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qpk2 i s : ’ , qpk2 , p1 , p2 , p3
89 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
90 c Q branch
91 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
92 j3q = j1
93
94 cccccccdk = −1
95 qqk1 = qpk2 + 3 . / 2 .∗ t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3q , m3c) ∗
96 &tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3q , k3m)
97 c p1 = 3 . / 2 .
98 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3q , m3c)
99 c p3 = tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3q , k3m)
100 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qqk1 i s : ’ , qqk1 , p1 , p2 , p3
101 cccccccdk = +1
102 qqk2 = qqk1 + 3 . / 2 .∗ t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3q , m3c) ∗
103 &tk in tensp ( j1 , k1 , j3q , k3p )
104 c p1 = 3 . / 2 .
105 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3q , m3c)
106 c p3 = tk in tensp ( j1 , k1 , j3q , k3p )
107 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qqk2 i s : ’ , qqk2 , p1 , p2 , p3
108 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
109 c R branch
110 c /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
111 j 3 r = j1+1
112
113 cccccccdk = −1
114 qrk1 = qqk2 + 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j 3 r ) +1.)∗
115 &t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3r , m3c) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3r , k3m)
116 c p1 = 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j 3 r ) +1.)
117 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3r , m3c)
118 c p3 = tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3r , k3m)
119 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qrk1 i s : ’ , qrk1 , p1 , p2 , p3
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120 cccccccdk = +1
121 qrk2 = qrk1 + 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j 3 r ) +1.)∗
122 &t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3r , m3c) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3r , k3p )
123 c p1 = 3 . / 2 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j 3 r ) +1.)
124 c p2 = t i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, j3r , m3c)
125 c p3 = tk in tensp ( j1 , k1 , j3r , k3p )
126 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qrk2 i s : ’ , qrk2 , p1 , p2 , p3
127 c Track t o t a l absorpt ion propens i ty
128 tabs = qrk2
129 c f i n d q ( high i n t e n s s e t t h i s to qrk2 otherwi se s jkm f o r dark s t a t e
! ! ! )
130 q = s jkm
131 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qpk1 , qpk2 , qqk1 , qqk2 , qrk1 , qrk2 ’
132 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) j1 , k1 ,m1
133 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) qpk1 , qpk2 , qqk1 , qqk2 , qrk1 , qrk2
134
135 c normal ize
136 qpk1 = qpk1/q
137 qpk2 = qpk2/q
138 qqk1 = qqk1/q
139 qqk2 = qqk2/q
140 qrk1 = qrk1 /q
141 qrk2 = qrk2 /q
142
143 c use r e j e c t i o n method
144 rannum = rand ( )
145
146 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) qpk1 , qpk2 , qqk1 , qqk2 , qrk1 , rannum
147
148 i f ( rannum . l t . qpk1 ) then
149 j3 = j3p
150 m3 = m3c
151 k3 = k3m
152 iab s = 1
153 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qpk2 ) then
154 j3 = j3p
155 m3 = m3c
156 k3 = k3p
157 i ab s = 1
158 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qqk1 ) then
159 j3 = j3q
160 m3 = m3c
161 k3 = k3m
162 iab s = 1
163 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qqk2 ) then
164 j3 = j3q
165 m3 = m3c
166 k3 = k3p
167 i ab s = 1
168 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qrk1 ) then
169 j3 = j 3 r
170 m3 = m3c
170
171 k3 = k3m
172 iab s = 1
173 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qrk2 ) then
174 j3 = j 3 r
175 m3 = m3c
176 k3 = k3p
177 i ab s = 1
178 cEl se the re i s no absorpt ion t r a n s i t i o n−−dark s t a t e ! ! !
179 e l s e
180 j3 = j1
181 m3 = m1
182 k3 = k1
183 i ab s = 0
184 e n d i f
185 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
186 c sumterm = q
187 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−





1 subroutine emitJKM( j1 , k1 ,m1, j3 , k3 ,m3, pol , i po l , i ab s )
2 implicit integer ( i−n)
3 implicit double precision ( a−h , o−z )
4 integer pol
5
6 i f ( i p o l . eq . 0 . and . i ab s . eq . 1) then
7 c subroutine accounts f o r o p t i c a l emis s ion o f l i n e a r l y
8 c p o l a r i z e d l i g h t
9
10 c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




15 c P branch
16
17 j3 = j1−1
18 m3 = m1
19 q par p = 3 .
20 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
21 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
22 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3)
23 c r j t h i n g = ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
24 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q par p ’ , q par p
25 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ j th ing ’ , r j t h i n g
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26 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ t k i n t e n s ’ , t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
27 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ t e i n t e n s ’ , t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3)
28




33 c Q branch
34
35 j3 = j1
36 m3 = m1
37 q par q = 3 .
38 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
39 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
40 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3)
41 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q par q ’ , q par q
42
43 q = q + q par q
44 c −−−−
45
46 c R branch
47
48 j3 = j1+1
49 m3 = m1
50 q p a r r = 3 .
51 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
52 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
53 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3)
54 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q p a r r ’ , q p a r r
55
56 q = q + q p a r r
57
58 par = q
59
60 c write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ par ’ , par
61 c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
62
63 c pe rpend i cu la r p o l a r i z a t i o n
64




69 c de l t a m=+1
70 j3 = j1−1
71 m3 = m1+1
72 q perp p p = 3 .
73 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
74 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
75 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3)
76 & / 2 .
77
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78 q = q perp p p
79
80 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q perp p p ’ , q perp p p
81
82 c de l t a m=−1
83 j3 = j1−1
84 m3 = m1−1
85 q perp p m = 3 .
86 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
87 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
88 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3)
89 & / 2 .
90 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q perp p m ’ , q perp p m





96 c Q branch
97
98 c de l t a m=+1
99 j3 = j1
100 m3 = m1+1
101 q perp q p = 3 .
102 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
103 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
104 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3)
105 & / 2 .
106 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q perp q p ’ , q perp q p
107 q = q + q perp q p
108
109
110 c d e l t a m=−1
111 j3 = j1
112 m3 = m1−1
113 q perp q m = 3 .
114 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
115 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
116 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3)
117 & / 2 .
118 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q perp q m ’ , q perp q m




123 c R branch
124
125 c d e l t a m=+1
126 j3 = j1+1
127 m3 = m1+1
128 q pe rp r p = 3 .
129 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
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130 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
131 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3)
132 & / 2 .
133 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q pe rp r p ’ , q pe rp r p
134 q = q + q pe rp r p
135
136
137 c d e l t a m=−1
138 j3 = j1+1
139 m3 = m1−1
140 q perp r m = 3 .
141 & ∗ ( ( 2 . ∗ real ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ real ( j 3 ) +1.) )
142 & ∗ t k i n t e n s ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k1 )
143 & ∗ t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3)
144 & / 2 .
145 c write (∗ , ’ (A, F12 . 6 ) ’ ) ’ q perp r m ’ , q perp r m
146 q = q + q perp r m
147
148 perp = q
149
150 c add up a l l q ’ s
151 q = par+perp+perp
152
153 rannum = rand ( )
154 i f ( rannum . l t . q par p /q ) then
155 pol = 1
156 j3 = j1−1
157 m3 = m1
158 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q par p+q par q ) /q ) then
159 pol = 1
160 j3 = j1
161 m3 = m1
162 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q par p+q par q+q p a r r ) /q ) then
163 pol = 1
164 j3 = j1+1
165 m3 = m1
166 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p ) /q ) then
167 rannum2 = rand ( )
168 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
169 pol = 0
170 e l s e
171 pol = −1
172 e n d i f
173 j3 = j1−1
174 m3 = m1+1
175 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p +2.∗ q perp p m ) /q ) then
176 rannum2 = rand ( )
177 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
178 pol = 0
179 e l s e
180 pol = −1
181 e n d i f
174
182 j3 = j1−1
183 m3 = m1−1
184 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p +2.∗ q perp p m
185 &+2.∗q perp q p ) /q ) then
186 rannum2 = rand ( )
187 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
188 pol = 0
189 e l s e
190 pol = −1
191 e n d i f
192 j3 = j1
193 m3 = m1+1
194 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p +2.∗ q perp p m
195 &+2.∗q perp q p +2.∗ q perp q m ) /q ) then
196 rannum2 = rand ( )
197 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
198 pol = 0
199 e l s e
200 pol = −1
201 e n d i f
202 j3 = j1
203 m3 = m1−1
204 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p +2.∗ q perp p m
205 &+2.∗q perp q p +2.∗ q perp q m +2.∗ q pe rp r p ) /q ) then
206 rannum2 = rand ( )
207 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
208 pol = 0
209 e l s e
210 pol = −1
211 e n d i f
212 j3 = j1+1
213 m3 = m1+1
214 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( par +2.∗ q perp p p +2.∗ q perp p m
215 &+2.∗q perp q p +2.∗ q perp q m +2.∗ q pe rp r p +2.∗ q perp r m ) /q ) then
216 rannum2 = rand ( )
217 i f ( rannum2 . l e . . 5 ) then
218 pol = 0
219 e l s e
220 pol = −1
221 e n d i f
222 j3 = j1+1
223 m3 = m1−1
224 e n d i f
225 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
226 c sumterm = q
227 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
228 e l s e i f ( i p o l . eq . 1 . and . i ab s . eq . 1) then
229
230 c /////////////////////////
231 cPrepend icu lar Emission
232 c F i r s t we cons id e r z p o l a r i z e d emis s ion
233 c ////////////////////////
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234 c P branch
235 j3 = j1−1
236 m3 = m1
237 cdK = −1
238 k3 = k1−1
239 qp km z = 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
240 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
241 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qp km z ’ , qp km z
242 cdK = +1
243 k3 = k1+1
244 qp kp z = qp km z + 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
245 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
246 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qp kp z ’ , qp kp z
247 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
248 c Q Branch
249 j3 = j1
250 m3 = m1
251 cdK = −1
252 k3 = k1−1
253 qq km z = qp kp z + 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
254 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
255 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qq km z ’ , qq km z
256 cdK = +1
257 k3 = k1+1
258 qq kp z = qq km z + 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
259 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
260 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qq kp z ’ , qq kp z
261 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
262 c R Branch
263 j3 = j1+1
264 m3 = m1
265 cdK = −1
266 k3 = k1−1
267 qr km z = qq kp z + 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
268 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
269 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qr km z ’ , qr km z
270 cdK = +1
271 k3 = k1+1
272 qr kp z = qr km z + 3 . / 2 .∗ ( 2∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1)/(2∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1)∗
273 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 0 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
274 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ q r kp z ’ , q r kp z
275 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
276 cTotal z
277 q z t = qr kp z
278 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
279 c ///////////////////////////
280 cPerpend icu lar Emission
281 cConsider x part
282 c ///////////////////////////
283 c P branch
284 j3 = j1−1
285 c dM = +1
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286 m3 = m1+1
287 c dK = −1
288 k3 = k1−1
289 qp mp km xy= 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) / ( 2 .∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
290 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
291 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qp mp km xy ’ , qp mp km xy
292 c dK = +1
293 k3 = k1+1
294 qp mp kp xy= qp mp km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
295 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
296 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )




301 c dM = −1
302 m3 = m1−1
303 c dK = −1
304 k3 = k1−1
305 qp mm km xy = qp mp kp xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
306 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
307 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
308 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qp mm km xy ’ , qp mm km xy
309 c dK = +1
310 k3 = k1+1
311 qp mm kp xy = qp mm km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
312 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
313 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
314 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qp mm kp xy ’ , qp mm kp xy
315 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
316 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
317 c Q branch
318 j3 = j1
319 c dM = +1
320 m3 = m1+1
321 c dK = −1
322 k3 = k1−1
323 qq mp km xy = qp mm kp xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
324 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
325 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
326 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qq mp km xy ’ , qq mp km xy
327 c dK = +1
328 k3 = k1+1
329 qq mp kp xy = qq mp km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
330 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
331 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )




336 c dM = −1
337 m3 = m1−1
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338 c dK = −1
339 k3 = k1−1
340 qq mm km xy = qq mp kp xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
341 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
342 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
343 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qq mm km xy ’ , qq mm km xy
344 c dK = +1
345 k3 = k1+1
346 qq mm kp xy = qq mm km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
347 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
348 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
349 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qq mm kp xy ’ , qq mm kp xy
350 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
351 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
352 c R branch
353 j3 = j1+1
354 c dM = +1
355 m3 = m1+1
356 c dK = −1
357 k3 = k1−1
358 qr mp km xy = qq mm kp xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
359 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
360 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
361 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qr mp km xy ’ , qr mp km xy
362 c dK = +1
363 k3 = k1+1
364 qr mp kp xy = qr mp km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
365 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
366 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1, 1 , 1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )




371 c dM = −1
372 m3 = m1−1
373 c dK = −1
374 k3 = k1−1
375 qr mm km xy = qr mp kp xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
376 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
377 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tkintensm ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
378 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qr mm km xy ’ , qr mm km xy
379 c dK = +1
380 k3 = k1+1
381 qr mm kp xy = qr mm km xy + 3 . / 4 . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ r e a l ( j 1 ) +1.) /
382 &(2.∗ r e a l ( j 3 ) +1.)∗
383 &( t e i n t e n s ( j1 ,m1,1 ,−1 , j3 ,m3) ∗ tk in t ensp ( j1 , k1 , j3 , k3 ) )
384 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ qr mm kp xy ’ , qr mm kr xy
385 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
386 cTotal Xy
387 q xy t = qr mm kp xy
388 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




392 q = q z t + 2 .∗ q xy t
393 c wr i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ Total Sums ’ , q z t , q xy t , q
394 rannum = rand ( )
395
396 i f ( rannum . l t . qp km z/q ) then
397 j3 = j1−1
398 m3 = m1
399 k3 = k1−1
400 pol = 1
401 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qp kp z /q ) then
402 j3 = j1−1
403 m3 = m1
404 k3 = k1+1
405 pol = 1
406 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qq km z/q ) then
407 j3 = j1
408 m3 = m1
409 k3 = k1−1
410 pol = 1
411 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qq kp z /q ) then
412 j3 = j1
413 m3 = m1
414 k3 = k1+1
415 pol = 1
416 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . qr km z /q ) then
417 j3 = j1+1
418 m3 = m1
419 k3 = k1−1
420 pol = 1
421 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . q r kp z /q ) then
422 j3 = j1+1
423 m3 = m1
424 k3 = k1+1
425 pol = 1
426 c−−−−−−−−−−
427 cRejec t qp
428 c−−−−−−−−−−
429 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qp mp km xy ) /q ) then
430 j3 = j1−1
431 m3 = m1+1
432 k3 = k1−1
433
434 rannum2 = rand ( )
435 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
436 pol = 0
437 e l s e
438 pol = −1
439 e n d i f
440 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qp mp kp xy ) /q ) then
441 j3 = j1−1
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442 m3 = m1+1
443 k3 = k1+1
444
445 rannum2 = rand ( )
446 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
447 pol = 0
448 e l s e
449 pol = −1
450 e n d i f
451 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qp mm km xy) /q ) then
452 j3 = j1−1
453 m3 = m1−1
454 k3 = k1−1
455
456 rannum2 = rand ( )
457 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
458 pol = 0
459 e l s e
460 pol = −1
461 e n d i f
462 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qp mm kp xy ) /q ) then
463 j3 = j1−1
464 m3 = m1−1
465 k3 = k1+1
466
467 rannum2 = rand ( )
468 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
469 pol = 0
470 e l s e
471 pol = −1
472 e n d i f
473 c−−−−−−−−−−
474 cRejec t qq
475 c−−−−−−−−−−
476 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qq mp km xy ) /q ) then
477 j3 = j1
478 m3 = m1+1
479 k3 = k1−1
480
481 rannum2 = rand ( )
482 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
483 pol = 0
484 e l s e
485 pol = −1
486 e n d i f
487 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qq mp kp xy ) /q ) then
488 j3 = j1
489 m3 = m1+1
490 k3 = k1+1
491
492 rannum2 = rand ( )
493 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
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494 pol = 0
495 e l s e
496 pol = −1
497 e n d i f
498 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qq mm km xy) /q ) then
499 j3 = j1
500 m3 = m1−1
501 k3 = k1−1
502
503 rannum2 = rand ( )
504 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
505 pol = 0
506 e l s e
507 pol = −1
508 e n d i f
509 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qq mm kp xy ) /q ) then
510 j3 = j1
511 m3 = m1−1
512 k3 = k1+1
513
514 rannum2 = rand ( )
515 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
516 pol = 0
517 e l s e
518 pol = −1
519 e n d i f
520 c−−−−−−−−−−
521 cRejec t qr
522 c−−−−−−−−−−
523 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qr mp km xy ) /q ) then
524 j3 = j1+1
525 m3 = m1+1
526 k3 = k1−1
527
528 rannum2 = rand ( )
529 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
530 pol = 0
531 e l s e
532 pol = −1
533 e n d i f
534 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qr mp kp xy ) /q ) then
535 j3 = j1+1
536 m3 = m1+1
537 k3 = k1+1
538
539 rannum2 = rand ( )
540 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
541 pol = 0
542 e l s e
543 pol = −1
544 e n d i f
545 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qr mm km xy ) /q ) then
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546 j3 = j1+1
547 m3 = m1−1
548 k3 = k1−1
549
550 rannum2 = rand ( )
551 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
552 pol = 0
553 e l s e
554 pol = −1
555 e n d i f
556 e l s e i f ( rannum . l t . ( q z t +2.∗qr mm kp xy ) /q ) then
557 j3 = j1+1
558 m3 = m1−1
559 k3 = k1+1
560
561 rannum2 = rand ( )
562 i f ( rannum2 . l t . . 5 ) then
563 pol = 0
564 e l s e
565 pol = −1
566 e n d i f
567 e n d i f
568 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
569 c sumterm = q
570 c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
571 e l s e i f ( i ab s . eq . 0) then
572 j3 = j1
573 m3 = m1
574 k3 = k1
575 pol = −2




I.3 Post-Processing Perl Script (For Plots/Graphs)
1 #! / usr / b in / p e r l −w
2 #===========================================================#
3 #Time−stamp : <Last changed 13−10−2011 21 : 18 : 19 by kevin marshal l ,
kevindark197>
4 #Plot types : [<ABSBRANCH> <A10> <A20> <A10A20> <A10A20 ss> <A10A20 rate>
<AVEJ> <AVEM> <AVEJM>#
5 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−<AVEK> <POL> <POLinfty Xi> <POLCOL 2D> <POLCOL 3D>




10 use Getopt : : Long ;
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11 use s t r i c t ;
12 use 5 . 0 1 0 ;
13
14 Getopt : : Long : : Conf igure ( ” r e q u i r e o r d e r ” , ” pass through ” ) ;
15
16 my $ t i t l e p c o l = ”w\ P( c o l ) = .001 ” ; #could use t h i s f o r g l o b a l P( c o l )
t i t l e ! ! !
17 #Program opt ions
18 #−−gtype
19 my $graph type = ’ ’ ;
20 #−−td t r a n s i t i o n d i p o l e
21 my $idp = ’ ’ ;
22 #−−f out
23 my $ o u t f i l e = ’ ’ ;
24 #−−ttype
25 my $term type = ’ ’ ;
26 #−−xrot #h o r i z o n t a l a x i s gnuplot default
27 my $x ro t = ’ ’ ;
28 #−−z ro t #a x i s s t i c k i n g out at you gnuplot default
29 my $ z r o t = ’ ’ ;
30 #−−p a r f i l e s
31 my @ p a r f i l e s ;
32 #−−p e r p f i l e s
33 my @ p e r p f i l e s ;
34
35 GetOptions ( ’ gtype=s ’ => \ $graph type ,
36 ’ td=i ’ => \$idp ,
37 ’ f out=s ’ => \ $ o u t f i l e ,
38 ’ t type=s ’ => \$term type ,
39 ’ xrot=s ’ => \ $x rot ,
40 ’ z r o t=s ’ => \ $z rot ,
41 ” p a r f i l e s : s { ,} ” => \@ p a r f i l e s ,
42 ” p e r p f i l e s : s { ,} ” => \@ p e r p f i l e s ,
43 ) ;
44 #COLOR ARRAY − l t f o r gnuplot
45 #opt ions l c rgb ”COLOR”
46 my @color = qw( red blue dark−green ) ;
47 #Var iab l e s
48 my $temp = ”temp . gnuplot ” ; #temporary gnuplot f i l e
49 my ( $ f i l e , $ s i z e , $ s i z e p a r , $ s i z e pe rp , $i , $j , $k ) ;
50 my $NITER = 5000 ;
51
52 #Build Xi l a b e l s us ing f i l e name −− assumes
:−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
53 #−−−−−−−.99 = f i l e (01+11∗n) . txt −−−> −.98 − f i l e (11+11∗n) . txt f o r n =
0. .4?#
54 #l e t s t ry to do t h i s with a hash ta b l e b u i l t around a text f i l e ! ! !
55 my ( $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
56 my %xi hash ;
57 i f ( ! open XIHASHTXT, ”<x i ha sh ”) {




61 while (<XIHASHTXT>) {
62 chomp ;
63 my @elements = s p l i t /\ s +/;
64 my $ e l e s i z e = $#elements + 1 ;
65 f o r ( $ j = 1 ; $ j < $ e l e s i z e ; $ j++) {
66 $x i hash {” $elements [ $ j ] ”}=” $elements [ 0 ] ” ;




71 #Now l e t s e x t r a c t the c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y from the d i r e c t o r y l i s t i n g !
72 my ( $col , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
73
74 #May need array s ize f o r something . . . .
75 #Adjust i n c a s e we s p e c i f y pros and pars f i l e s
76 $ s i z e = $#ARGV + 1 ;
77 i f ( $ s i z e == 0) {
78 $ s i z e p a r = $#p a r f i l e s + 1 ;
79 $ s i z e p e r p = $#p e r p f i l e s + 1 ;




84 p r i n t f ”=” x 90 . ”\n” ;
85 p r i n t f ”%−89s ” . ”%1s ” , ” |You are gene ra t ing a graph with the f o l l o w i n g
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s : ” , ” | \n” ;
86 p r i n t f ”=” x 90 . ”\n” ;
87 p r i n t f ” | %−18s | ” x 4 . ”\n” , ”GRAPH TYPE” , ”TRANSITION DIPOLE” , ”OUTPUT
FILE” , ”GNUPLOT TERMIAL” ;
88 p r i n t f ” | %−18s | ” x 4 . ”\n” , ”−−gtype $graph type ” , ”−−td : $idp ” , ”−−
f out : $ o u t f i l e ” , ”−−ttype : $term type ” ;
89 p r i n t f ”−” x 90 . ”\n” ;
90 p r i n t f ”%1s ” . ”%−30s \n” x ( $ s i z e +1) . ”<−−|\n” , ” | ” , ” $ s i z e FILES −−>”
, @ARGV;
91 p r i n t f ”=” x 90 . ”\n” ;
92 #f i g t e x t s p e c i a l c o l o r
93 #e p s l a t e x
94
95 #SELECT IDP TYPE WITH GNUPLOTED LATEX CONSTRUCTS
96 my $t rans type ;
97
98 i f ( $idp == 0) {
99 $t rans type = ”\$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$” ;
100 # say ” $t rans type ” ;
101 }
102 e l s i f ( $idp == 1) {
103 $t rans type = ”\$\\\\ perp\$” ;
104 say ” $t rans type ” ;
105 }
106 e l s i f ( $idp == 2) {
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107 $t rans type = ”\$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ , \$\\\\ perp\$” ; #change p a r a l l e l and
perp cons t ruc t f o r both use in t i t l e ! ! ! !




112 #COLLISION A10 A20 POL
113 #===========================================================#
114 i f ( $graph type eq ”COL A10A20” or ”COL POL” ) {
115 i f ( ! open PLOT, ”>$temp”) {
116 d i e ”Cannot open p lo t f i l e : $ ! \n” ;
117 }
118 i f ( $graph type eq ”COL A10A20” ) {
119 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
120 my $DX = 1 ;
121 my $DY = 1 ;
122 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
123 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
124 my $xpos =0;
125 my $ypos =0;
126 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
127 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
128 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
129 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
130 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
131 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
132 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
133 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
134 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
135 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
136 say PLOT ” s e t key at . 0 2 , 1 . 6 ” ;
137 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
138 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 0 . 0 2 ] ” ;
139 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
140 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y P( c o l ) \”” ;
141 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Moment Value\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
142 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
143 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
144 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”\$˜˜˜Aˆ{2} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” at graph
. 1 5 , . 6 ” ;
145 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” at graph
. 0 2 , . 2 2 ” ;
146 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
147 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
148 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
149 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
150 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
151 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
152 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
153 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \”
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$ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\
” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
154 }
155 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
156 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \”
$ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\
” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
157 }
158 }
159 $ypos += $DY+$DY off ;
160 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
161 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
162 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 0 . 0 2 ] ” ;
163 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
164 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
165 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Moment Value\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0” ;
166 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
167 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
168 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
169 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
170 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
171 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
172 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
173 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
174 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
175 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
176 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
177 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \”
$ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\
” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
178 }
179 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
180 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \”
$ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\
” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
181 }
182 }
183 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
184 }
185 i f ( $graph type eq ”COL POL” ) {
186 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
187 my $DX = 1 ;
188 my $DY = 1 ;
189 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
190 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
191 my $xpos =0;
192 my $ypos =0;
193 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
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194 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
195 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
196 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
197 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
198 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
199 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
200 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
201 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
202 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
203 say PLOT ” s e t key at . 0 2 , . 6 ” ;
204 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
205 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 0 . 0 2 ] ” ;
206 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
207 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y P( c o l ) \”” ;
208 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ alpha ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
209 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
210 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
211 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
212 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
213 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
214 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
215 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
216 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
217 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
218 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 4 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
219 }
220 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
221 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 4 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
222 }
223 }
224 $ypos += $DY+$DY off ;
225 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
226 say PLOT ” s e t key top ” ;
227 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
228 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 0 . 0 2 ] ” ;
229 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
230 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
231 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
232 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
233 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
234 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
235 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
236 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
237 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
238 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
239 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
240 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
241 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
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242 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 4 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
243 }
244 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
245 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 4 :2 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
246 }
247 }






254 i f ( $graph type eq ”ABSBRANCH” or ”ABSBRANCH combo” or ”SJK combo” or ”
s ing le combo ” ) {
255 i f ( ! open PLOT, ”>$temp”) {
256 d i e ”Cannot open p lo t f i l e : $ ! \n” ;
257 }
258 i f ( $graph type eq ”ABSBRANCH” ) {
259 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
260 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
261 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
262 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 0 ] ” ;
263 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \” Absorption by Branch Type , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \”” ;
264 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
265 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \” Populat ion Frequency\”” ;
266 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
267 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
268 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
269 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
270 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
271 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
272 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
273 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
274 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
275 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
276 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :6 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”P \$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :7
with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”Q \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \”
smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :8 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”R \$
\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \”
us ing 1 :9 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”NULL\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
277 }
278 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
279 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :6 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”P \$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :7
with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”Q \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \”
smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :8 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”R \$
\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \”




282 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
283 }
284 i f ( $graph type eq ”ABSBRANCH combo” ) {
285 my $DX = 1 ;
286 my $DY = . 3 5 ;
287 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
288 my $Y adj = 6∗$DY+6∗$DY off ;
289 my $xpos =0;
290 my $ypos =0;
291 my $num pic = ’ f ’ ;
292 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
293 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
294 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
295 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e 1 , 2 . 4 ” ;
296 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
297 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
298 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
299 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
300 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
301 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
302 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
303 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
304 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [−100:100 ] ” ;
305 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 0 ] ” ;
306 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$” ;
307 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \” Populat ion \” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
308 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
309 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$\” at graph
.5 ,− .2 ” ;
310 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 45 ” ;
311 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
312 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
313 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
314 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
315 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
316
317 my ( $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
318 &JKM extract ( $ f i l e , $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
319 say ” $ jva l , $mval , $kval ” ;
320 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
321 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \”{\\\\ l a r g e $num pic ) \$ ( $ jva l , $kval , $mval )
\$}\” at graph . 3 , . 8 5 ” ;
322
323 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
324 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 5 :16 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ 0 ] \ ” t \”\$P\$\” , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 5 :17 every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ 1 ] \ ” t \”\$Q\$\” , \”
$ f i l e \” us ing 5 :18 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ 2 ] \ ” t \”\$R\$\” ” ;
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325 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
326 # say PLOT ” unset l a b e l 2” ;
327 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
328 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
329 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
330 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
331 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
332 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
333 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
334 $ypos += $DY + $DY off ;
335 $num pic = chr ( ord ( $num pic )−1) ;
336 }
337 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
338 }
339 i f ( $graph type eq ”SJK combo” ) {
340 my $DX = 1 ;
341 my $DY = . 3 5 ;
342 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
343 my $Y adj = 6∗$DY+6∗$DY off ;
344 my $xpos =0;
345 my $ypos =0;
346 my $num pic = ’ f ’ ;
347 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
348 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
349 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
350 say PLOT ” s e t s ize $DX, $Y adj ” ;
351 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
352 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
353 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
354 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
355 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
356 say PLOT ” s e t s ize $DX,$DY” ;
357 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom l e f t ” ;
358 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 2” ;
359 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [−100:100 ] ” ;
360 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 . 5 ] ” ;
361 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$” ;
362 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e S( J ;K;M) \\\\ rang l e \$\” o f f s e t
1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
363 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
364 say PLOT ” s e t y t i c s 0 , . 3 ” ;
365 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$\” at graph
.5 ,− .2 ” ;
366 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 45 ” ;
367 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
368 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
369 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
370 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
371 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
372
373 my ( $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
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374 &JKM extract ( $ f i l e , $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
375 say ” $ jva l , $mval , $kval ” ;
376 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
377 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \”{\\\\ l a r g e $num pic ) \$ ( $ jva l , $kval , $mval )
\$}\” at graph . 7 , . 3 ” ;
378
379 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
380 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 5 :20 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ 0 ] \ ” t \”\$P\$\”” ;
381 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
382 # say PLOT ” unset l a b e l 2” ;
383 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
384 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
385 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
386 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
387 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
388 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
389 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
390 $ypos += $DY + $DY off ;
391 $num pic = chr ( ord ( $num pic )−1) ;
392 }
393 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
394 }
395 i f ( $graph type eq ” s ing le combo ” ) {
396 my $DX = 1 ;
397 my $DY = . 3 5 ;
398 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
399 my $Y adj = 6∗$DY+6∗$DY off ;
400 my $xpos =0;
401 my $ypos =0;
402 my $num pic = ’ f ’ ;
403 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
404 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
405 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
406 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e 1 , 2 . 4 ” ;
407 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
408 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
409 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
410 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
411 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
412 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
413 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
414 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
415 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
416 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [−100:400 ] ” ;
417 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
418 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”J , K, or M\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
419 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
420 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$\” at graph
.5 ,− .2 ” ;
421 # say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 45 ” ;
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422 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
423 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
424 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
425 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
426 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
427
428 my ( $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
429 &JKM extract ( $ f i l e , $ jva l , $mval , $kval ) ;
430 say ” $ jva l , $mval , $kval ” ;
431 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
432 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \”{\\\\ l a r g e $num pic ) \$ ( $ jva l , $kval , $mval )
\$}\” at graph . 3 , . 8 5 ” ;
433
434 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
435 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ 0 ] \ ” t \”\$J\$\” , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ 1 ] \ ” t \”\$K\$\” , \”
$ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ 2 ] \ ” t \”\$M\$\” ” ;
436 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
437 # say PLOT ” unset l a b e l 2” ;
438 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
439 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
440 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
441 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
442 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
443 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
444 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
445 $ypos += $DY + $DY off ;
446 $num pic = chr ( ord ( $num pic )−1) ;
447 }




452 #A10 , A20 , A10A20 , A10A20infty
453 #===========================================================#
454 i f ( $graph type eq ”A10” or ”A20” or ”A10A20” or ”A10A20 ss” or ”
A10A20 rate” or ”A10A20 combo” or ”A10A20 ss combo” ) {
455 i f ( ! open PLOT, ”>$temp”) {
456 d i e ”Cannot open p lo t f i l e : $ ! \n” ;
457 }
458 i f ( $graph type eq ”A10” ) {
459 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
460 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
461 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
462 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
463 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
464 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
465 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
466 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ Moment\”” ;
467 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
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468 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
469 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
470 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
471 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
472 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
473 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
474 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
475 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
476 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
477 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{1} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
bez i e r , \\” ;
478 }
479 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
480 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{1} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
b e z i e r ” ;
481 }
482 }
483 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
484 }
485 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A20” ) {
486 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
487 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
488 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
489 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
490 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
491 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
492 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
493 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ Moment\”” ;
494 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
495 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
496 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
497 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
498 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
499 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
500 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
501 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
502 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
503 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
504 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{2} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
bez i e r , \\” ;
505 }
506 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
507 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{2} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
b e z i e r ” ;
508 }
509 }
510 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
511 }
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512 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A10A20” ) {
513 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
514 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
515 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
516 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
517 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
518 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ and \$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \”” ;
519 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
520 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ and \$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ Moments\”” ;
521 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
522 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
523 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
524 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
525 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
526 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
527 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
528 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
529 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
530 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
531 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{2} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\
$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
bez i e r , \\” ;
532 }
533 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
534 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$A
ˆ{2} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\
$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth
b e z i e r ” ;
535 }
536 }
537 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
538 }
539 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A10A20 combo” ) {
540 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
541 my $DX = 1 ;
542 my $DY = 1 ;
543 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
544 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
545 my $xpos =0;
546 my $ypos =0;
547 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
548 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
549 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
550 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
551 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
552 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
553 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
554 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
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555 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
556 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
557 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
558 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
559 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 ] ” ;
560 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
561 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
562 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Moment Value\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
563 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
564 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
565 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{2} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 8 ” ;
566 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 45 ” ;
567 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
568 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
569 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
570 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
571 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
572 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
573 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
574 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
575 }
576 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
577 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
578 }
579 }
580 $ypos += $DY+$DY off ;
581 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
582 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
583 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
584 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 ] ” ;
585 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 2 ] ” ;
586 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
587 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Moment Value\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0” ;
588 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
589 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
590 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
591 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
592 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
593 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
594 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
595 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
596 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
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597 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
598 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
599 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
600 }
601 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
602 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :2 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :3 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
603 }
604 }
605 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
606 }
607 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A10A20 ss” ) {
608 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
609 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
610 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
611 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
612 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 . 5 : 2 ] ” ;
613 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}(
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ Steady−s ta te , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
614 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
615 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}(
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\”” ;
616 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
617 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
618 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
619 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
620 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
621 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
622 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
623 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
624 my $A labe l ;
625 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
626 i f ( $n txt eq ”A10” ) {
627 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{1\} \{0\}” ;
628 }
629 i f ( $n txt eq ”A20” ) {
630 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{2\} \{0\}” ;
631 }
632 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
633 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$ $A labe l (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ , $ t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
634 }
635 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
636 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$ $A labe l (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ , $ t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =




639 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
640 }
641 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A10A20 ss combo” ) {
642 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
643 my $DX = 1 ;
644 my $DY = 1 ;
645 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
646 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
647 my $xpos =0;
648 my $ypos =0;
649 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
650 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
651 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
652 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
653 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
654 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
655 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
656 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
657 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
658 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
659 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
660 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
661 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
662 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 . 5 : 2 ] ” ;
663 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
664 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}(
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
665 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
666 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
667 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{2} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 7 ” ;
668 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 22 ” ;
669 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
670 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
671 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
672 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
673 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
674 my $A labe l ;
675 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
676 i f ( $n txt eq ”A10” ) {
677 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{1\} \{0\}” ;
678 }
679 i f ( $n txt eq ”A20” ) {
680 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{2\} \{0\}” ;
681 }
682 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
683 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$ $A labe l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
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684 }
685 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
686 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$ $A labe l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
687 }
688 }
689 $ypos += $DY+$DY off ;
690 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 ,1 ” ;
691 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e 1 ,1 ” ;
692 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
693 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
694 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
695 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ . 5 : 2 ] ” ;
696 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
697 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}(
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
698 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
699 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
700 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
701 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
702 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 2 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{2} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 6 ” ;
703 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 3 \”{˜˜\\\\Large \\\\}}\$˜˜˜Aˆ{1} {0}\$\” at
graph 1 , . 2 ” ;
704 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
705 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
706 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
707 say ” $ f i l e ” ;
708 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
709 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
710 my $A labe l ;
711 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
712 i f ( $n txt eq ”A10” ) {
713 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{1\} \{0\}” ;
714 }
715 i f ( $n txt eq ”A20” ) {
716 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{2\} \{0\}” ;
717 }
718 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
719 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$ $A labe l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
720 }
721 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
722 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$ $A labe l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
723 }
724 }
725 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
726 }
727 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”A10A20 rate” ) {
728 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
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729 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
730 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
731 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
732 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : . 0 2 ] ” ;
733 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}\$ Rate ,
$ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
734 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
735 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$Aˆ{2} {0}\$ and \$Aˆ{1} {0}\$\”” ;
736 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
737 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
738 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
739 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
740 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
741 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
742 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
743 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
744 my $A labe l ;
745 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
746 i f ( $n txt eq ”A10” ) {
747 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{1\} \{0\}” ;
748 }
749 i f ( $n txt eq ”A20” ) {
750 $A labe l = ”Aˆ\{2\} \{0\}” ;
751 }
752 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
753 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :2 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$ $A labe l (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ , $ t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
754 }
755 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
756 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :2 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$ $A labe l (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ , $ t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
757 }
758 }




763 #AVEJ, AVEM, AVEJM
764 #===========================================================#
765 i f ( $graph type eq ”AVEJ” or ”AVEM” or ”AVEJM” or ”AVEJM combo” ) {
766 i f ( ! open PLOT, ”>$temp”) {
767 d i e ”Cannot open p lo t f i l e : $ ! \n” ;
768 }
769 i f ( $graph type eq ”AVEJ” ) {
770 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
771 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
772 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
773 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
774 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 0 ] ” ;
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775 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \”” ;
776 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
777 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$\”” ;
778 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
779 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
780 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
781 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
782 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
783 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
784 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
785 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
786 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
787 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
788 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
789 }
790 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
791 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
792 }
793 }
794 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
795 }
796 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”AVEM” ) {
797 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
798 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
799 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
800 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
801 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 0 ] ” ;
802 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \”” ;
803 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
804 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$\”” ;
805 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
806 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
807 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
808 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
809 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
810 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
811 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
812 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
813 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
814 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
815 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
816 }
817 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
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818 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
819 }
820 }
821 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
822 }
823 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”AVEJM” ) {
824 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
825 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
826 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
827 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ” ;
828 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e 1 ,1 ” ;
829 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
830
831 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ” ;
832 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e 1 ,1 ” ;
833 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
834 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
835 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ and \$\\\\ l a n g l e M
\\\\ rang l e \$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
836 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
837 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ or \$\\\\ l a n g l e M
\\\\ rang l e \$\”” ;
838 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
839 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
840 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
841 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
842 my @multi = @ARGV;
843 say ”MULTI: @multi” ;
844 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
845 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
846 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
847 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
848 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
849 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
850 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with
l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
851 }
852 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
853 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$
\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with
l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ \$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$ , P( c o l ) = $pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
854 }
855 }
856 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e . 5 , . 3 ” ;
857 say PLOT ” s e t nokey” ;
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858 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
859 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 3 0 0 0 ] ” ;
860 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n . 1 , . 5 ” ;
861 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
862 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\”” ;
863 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\”” ;
864 say PLOT ” s e t x t i c s 0 ,2500 ,5000 ” ;
865 say PLOT ” s e t y t i c s 0 ,1000 ,3000 ” ;
866 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
867 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
868 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @multi ) ;
869 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
870 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
871 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
872 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
873 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\”
smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw
. 5 t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
874 }
875 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
876 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”\”
smooth bez i e r , \” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s lw
. 5 t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
877 }
878 }
879 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
880 }
881 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”AVEJM combo” ) {
882 my $DX = 1 ;
883 my $DY = 1 ;
884 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
885 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
886 my $xpos =0;
887 my $ypos =0;
888 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
889 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
890 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
891 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
892 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
893
894 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
895 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
896 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
897 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
898 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 . 0 , $ypos” ;
899 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
900 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
901 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
902 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
903 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$\”” ;
904 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
905 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
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906 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
907 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ l a n g l e M \\\\ rang l e \$ , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \” at graph . 0 5 , . 9 2 ” ;
908 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
909 my @ARGV2 = @ARGV;
910 my @multi1 = @ARGV;
911 my @multi2 = @ARGV;
912 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
913 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
914 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
915 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
916 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
917 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
918 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\\” ;
919 }
920 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
921 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
922 }
923 }
924 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e . 4 5 , . 2 3 ” ;
925 say PLOT ” s e t nokey” ;
926 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
927 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 ] ” ;
928 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n . 2 5 , . 6 ” ;
929 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
930 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\”” ;
931 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\”” ;
932 say PLOT ” s e t x t i c s 0 ,2500 ,5000 font \”phv ,5\ ”” ;
933 say PLOT ” s e t y t i c s 0 ,1000 ,3000 ” ;
934 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \”\”” ;
935 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
936 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
937 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @multi1 ) ;
938 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
939 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
940 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
941 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
942 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
943 }
944 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
945 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :5 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
946 }
947 }
948 $ypos += $DX+$DY off ;
949 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
950 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
951 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
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952 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
953 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 . 0 , $ypos” ;
954 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
955 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
956 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
957 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$\”” ;
958 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
959 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 5 0 0 ] ” ;
960 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
961 say PLOT ” s e t y t i c s 0 ,100 ,500 ” ;
962 say PLOT ” s e t x t i c s 0 ,100 ,500 ” ;
963 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
964 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ l a n g l e J \\\\ rang l e \$ , $ t rans type
Trans i t i on \” at graph . 0 5 , . 9 2 ” ;
965 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
966 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
967 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
968 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV2) ;
969 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
970 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
971 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
972 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
973 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r ,
\\” ;
974 }
975 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
976 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ” ;
977 }
978 }
979 my $ypos2 = $ypos +.6 ;
980 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e . 4 5 , . 2 3 ” ;
981 say PLOT ” s e t nokey” ;
982 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
983 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 0 0 0 ] ” ;
984 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n . 2 5 , $ypos2” ;
985 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
986 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\”” ;
987 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\”” ;
988 say PLOT ” s e t x t i c s 0 ,2500 ,5000 ” ;
989 say PLOT ” s e t y t i c s 0 ,1000 ,3000 ” ;
990 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \”\”” ;
991 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
992 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
993 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @multi2 ) ;
994 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
995 say ” C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
996 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
997 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
998 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c
rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\” ;
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999 }
1000 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
1001 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 :4 every : : 1 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c








1009 #POL POLinfty Xi
1010 #===========================================================#
1011 i f ( $graph type eq ”POL” or ” POLinfty Xi ” or ”POLCOL 3D” or ”POL combo”
or ”POLinfty Xi combo” ) {
1012 i f ( ! open PLOT, ”>$temp”) {
1013 d i e ”Cannot open p lo t f i l e : $ ! \n” ;
1014 }
1015 i f ( $graph type eq ”POL” ) {
1016 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1017 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1018 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
1019 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
1020 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ f r a c {P {x}−P {z }}{P {x}+P {z }}\\\\ equiv \
$ \$\\\\ alpha ( t ) \$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
1021 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
1022 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ alpha ( t ) \$\”” ;
1023 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
1024 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
1025 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1026 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
1027 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
1028 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
1029 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1030 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1031 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1032 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
1033 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s lw . 5 t \” $t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l )
= $pco l \” smooth bez i e r , \\”
1034 }
1035 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
1036 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s lw . 5 t \” $t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l )
= $pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ”
1037 }
1038 }
1039 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
1040 }
1041 i f ( $graph type eq ”POL combo” ) {
1042 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
1043 my $DX = 1 ;
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1044 my $DY = 1 ;
1045 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
1046 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
1047 my $xpos =0;
1048 my $ypos =0;
1049 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
1050 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
1051 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
1052 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
1053 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
1054 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
1055 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
1056 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
1057 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
1058 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
1059 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1060 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1061 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ 0 : $NITER ] ” ;
1062 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
1063 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”Number o f I t e r a t i o n s ( t ) \”” ;
1064 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ alpha ( t ) \$\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
1065 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1066 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
1067 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
1068 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
1069 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
1070 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1071 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1072 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1073 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
1074 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\”
1075 }
1076 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
1077 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ”
1078 }
1079 }
1080 $ypos += $DY + $DY off ;
1081 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
1082 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1083 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1084 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
1085 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1086 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
1087 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
1088 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
1089 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
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1090 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
1091 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
1092 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1093 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1094 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1095 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
1096 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$\” smooth bez i e r , \\”
1097 }
1098 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
1099 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 1 : ( ( \ $10−\$11 ) /(\ $10+\$11 ) ) every : : 1
with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \” $ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\$\\\\ x i=
$ x i v a l \$\” smooth b e z i e r ”
1100 }
1101 }
1102 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
1103 }
1104 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ” POLinfty Xi ” ) {
1105 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1106 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1107 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
1108 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : . 7 ] ” ;
1109 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ f r a c {P {x\\\\ i n f t y}−P {z \\\\ i n f t y }}{P {x
\\\\ i n f t y}+P {z \\\\ i n f t y }}\\\\ equiv \$ Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y })
\$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on \”” ;
1110 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
1111 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\”” ;
1112 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
1113 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
1114 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1115 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
1116 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
1117 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
1118 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1119 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1120 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1121 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
1122 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”Pol−r a t i o \$ (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ $t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =
$pco l \”smooth bez i e r , \\”
1123 }
1124 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
1125 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s lw . 5 t \”Pol−r a t i o \$ (
t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$ $t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) =
$pco l \” smooth b e z i e r ”
1126 }
1127 }
1128 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
1129 }
1130 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”POLinfty Xi combo” ) {
1131 say ” Proce s s ing $graph type graph . . . . . ” ;
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1132 my $DX = 1 ;
1133 my $DY = 1 ;
1134 my $DY off = . 0 3 ;
1135 my $Y adj = 2∗$DY+2∗$DY off ;
1136 my $xpos =0;
1137 my $ypos =0;
1138 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
1139 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
1140 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX, $Y adj ” ;
1141 say PLOT ” s e t mu l t ip l o t ” ;
1142 say PLOT ” s e t tmarg 0” ;
1143 say PLOT ” s e t bmarg 1” ;
1144 say PLOT ” s e t rmarg 0” ;
1145 say PLOT ” s e t lmarg 0” ;
1146 say PLOT ” s e t s i z e $DX,$DY” ;
1147 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
1148 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1149 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1150 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
1151 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ 0 : 1 ] ” ;
1152 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
1153 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”\$\\\\ alpha ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\” o f f s e t 1 . 5 , 0 ” ;
1154 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1155 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” (b) \$\\\\ perp\$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
1156 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
1157 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p e r p ; $ i++) {
1158 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p e r p f i l e s ) ;
1159 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1160 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1161 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1162 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e pe rp −1) {
1163 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\”
1164 }
1165 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e pe rp −1) {
1166 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ”
1167 }
1168 }
1169 $ypos += $DY + $DY off ;
1170 say PLOT ” s e t o r i g i n 0 , $ypos” ;
1171 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1172 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1173 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \”\”” ;
1174 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1175 say PLOT ” s e t format x \”\”” ;
1176 say PLOT ” unset key” ;
1177 say PLOT ” s e t l a b e l 1 \” ( a ) \$\\\\ p a r a l l e l \$ Trans i t i on \” at graph
. 0 5 , . 9 ” ;
1178 say PLOT ” p lo t \\” ;
1179 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e p a r ; $ i++) {
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1180 $ f i l e = s h i f t ( @ p a r f i l e s ) ;
1181 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1182 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1183 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1184 i f ( $ i < $ s i z e p a r −1) {
1185 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth bez i e r , \\”
1186 }
1187 e l s i f ( $ i == $ s i z e p a r −1) {
1188 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 :5 with l i n e s l t 1 lw 1 l c rgb \”
$ c o l o r [ $ i ]\ ” t \”\” smooth b e z i e r ”
1189 }
1190 }
1191 ‘ gnuplot $temp ‘ ;
1192 }
1193 e l s i f ( $graph type eq ”POLCOL 3D” ) {
1194 say PLOT ” s e t key bottom” ;
1195 say PLOT ” s e t key spac ing 1 .2 ” ;
1196 say PLOT ” s e t xrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
1197 say PLOT ” s e t yrange [ −1 :1 ] ” ;
1198 say PLOT ” s e t zrange [ 0 : . 1 ] ” ;
1199 say PLOT ” s e t t i t l e \”\$\\\\ f r a c {P {x\\\\ i n f t y}−P {z \\\\ i n f t y }}{P {x
\\\\ i n f t y}+P {z \\\\ i n f t y }}\\\\ equiv \$ Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y })
\$ , $ t rans type Trans i t i on vs . \$\\\\ x i \$ vs . P( c o l ) \”” ;
1200 say PLOT ” s e t x l a b e l \” Pro la tenes s , \$\\\\\\ x i \$\”” ;
1201 say PLOT ” s e t y l a b e l \”Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$\”” ;
1202 say PLOT ” s e t z l a b e l \”P( c o l ) \”” ;
1203 say PLOT ” s e t te rmina l $term type ” ;
1204 say PLOT ” s e t output \” $ o u t f i l e \”” ;
1205 say PLOT ” s e t t i c s s c a l e 1 .25 ” ;
1206 say PLOT ” s e t view $x rot , $ z r o t ” ;
1207 say PLOT ” s p l o t \\” ;
1208 f o r ( $ i =0; $ i <$ s i z e ; $ i++) {
1209 $ f i l e = s h i f t (@ARGV) ;
1210 &p c o l e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $co l , $ p o r n u l l , $ d i g i t s , $pco l ) ;
1211 say ” C o l l i s i o n Pr o b a b i l i t y : $pco l ” ;
1212 &x i e x t r a c t ( $ f i l e , $ f t x t , $n txt , $ fn tx t , $ x i v a l ) ;
1213 i f ( $ i < $s i z e −1) {
1214 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 : 4 : 5 t \”Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$
$t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \” , \\”
1215 }
1216 e l s i f ( $ i == $s i z e −1) {
1217 say PLOT ”\” $ f i l e \” us ing 3 : 4 : 5 t \”Pol−r a t i o \$ ( t {\\\\ i n f t y }) \$
$t rans type \$\\\\ x i= $ x i v a l \$ P( c o l ) = $pco l \””
1218 }
1219 }




1224 #The x i parameter e x t r a c t subroutine from the f i l e names in ARGV array
1225 sub x i e x t r a c t {
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1226 i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( f i l e ) ( [0 −9 ] [0 −9 ] ) /) {
1227 $ [ 1 ] = ”$1” ;
1228 $ [ 2 ] = ”$2” ;
1229 $ [ 3 ] = ”$1” . ”2” ;
1230 $ [ 4 ] = $x i hash {”$2” } ;
1231 }
1232 #mod i f i c a t i on to e x t r a c t x i=1 f o r a r i g i d ro to r case
1233 e l s i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ / r i g i d . ∗ ( f i l e ) ( [0 −9 ] [0 −9 ] ) /) {
1234 $ [ 1 ] = ”$1” ;
1235 $ [ 2 ] = ”$2” ;
1236 $ [ 3 ] = ”$1” . ”2” ;
1237 # $ [ 4 ] = $x i hash {”$2” } ;
1238 $ [ 4 ] = ”1” ;
1239 }
1240 else {
1241 $ [4 ]= ”N/A” ;
1242 }
1243 i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( var ) (A[1−2]0) /) {
1244 $ [ 1 ] = ”$1” ;
1245 $ [ 2 ] = ”$2” ;
1246 $ [ 3 ] = ”$1” . ”2” ;
1247 }
1248 i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( xa [ a−j ] ) /) {




1253 sub p c o l e x t r a c t {
1254 i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( c o l ) ( 0 \ . | | \ . | | ’ ’ ) ( [0−9] [0−9] [0−9]) /) {
1255 $ [ 1 ] = ”$1” ; #c o l
1256 $ [ 2 ] = ”$2” ; #per iod o f n u l l i th ink
1257 $ [ 3 ] = ”$3” ; #3d i g i t s e r i e s
1258 i f ( $ [ 2 ] eq ” . ” ) {
1259 $ [ 4 ] = ”0” . ”$2” . ”$3” ; # i f per iod the formatted c o l l i s i o n
p r o b a b i l i t i y
1260 }
1261 e l s i f ( $ [ 2 ] eq ’ ’ ) {
1262 $ [ 4 ] = ”0” . ” . ” . ”$3” ; # i f not per iod add one
1263 }
1264 e l s i f ( $ [ 2 ] eq ” 0 . ” ) {








1273 sub JKM extract {
1274 i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( J ) (\d\d\d) ( M) ( . \ d\d\d | | . \ d\d) ( K) ( . \ d\d\d | | . \ d\d) /) {
1275 $ [ 1 ] = ”$2” ; #J value
1276 $ [ 2 ] = ”$4” ; #M value
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1277 $ [ 3 ] = ”−75” ; #K value
1278 }
1279 e l s i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( J | | j ) (\d\d\d) ( M) ( . \ d\d\d | | . \ d\d) ( idp ) /) {
1280 $ [ 1 ] = ”$2” ; #J value
1281 $ [ 2 ] = ”$4” ; #M value
1282 $ [ 3 ] = ”0” ; #K i s zero f o r t h i s case
1283 }
1284 e l s i f ( $ [ 0 ] =˜ /( j ) (\d\d\d) ( K) ( . \ d\d\d | | . \ d\d) ( M) ( . \ d\d\d | | . \ d\d) (
idp ) /) {
1285 $ [ 1 ] = ”$2” ; #J value
1286 $ [ 2 ] = ”$6” ; #M value
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